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Ceylon and Malaysia: A Stud)! if Proiessot
S. Paranavitana's Research on the Relations

between the Two ReBions*

I

THE geographical position of Ceylon in the Indian Ocean which
commands the entrance to the Bay of Bengal from the west helped
its development as an important entrcpot in the extensive sea-

borne trade which linked Europe in the west with the Chinese empire
in the cast. In the sixth century, Cosmas Indicoplcustcs recorded that
merchantmen from Ethiopia and Persia called at this emporium which
he described as "the greatest in those parts" to purchase its products and
other merchandise brought from lands as far away as China ill the cast and
Male, Kaliana, Sindh and Adule in the west. He also noted that ships
from Ceylon were sent to these lands to trade in cloth, spices, metal-
ware, precious stones and elephants. I

It becomes clear from other sources, too, that Ceylon had begun
by this time, to take a growing interest in the trade with the cast. The
first embassy sent from Ceylon to the court of the Eastern Tsin in the
reign of I-hi (405-419 A.D.) was fifty years earlier than the first embassy
sent by the Persians to China. The Pi(,1l-i-tit'11 refers to three subsequent
missions ill 428, 430 and 435 and another in 527 to the court of the Sungs
and six missions in 670, 7]], 742, 746, 750 and 762 when the T'ang dy-
nasty was in power. Usually, the envoys are said to have brought, in
addition to Buddhist manuscripts and sacred objects, "products of the
country". Only in a few instances are these "products" specified. In
these instances, mention is made of pearls, precious stones, ivory, golden

• This paper WH read before the Ceylon Srudiex Seminar, Univcrsity of Ceylon. Peradeniya , on
March 28,1%9.

1. Cosmas Indicopleusrcs, 1'/,( Christian '/()/'(~~r.'pl,y, (rrsl. J. W. Me Crindlc), Hakluyr Society
Publications, Ist series. Vol. 'Ill. 1I!'J7. pp. 363-373.
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filigree work and "very fine shaggy stuff of white colour't.? Probably,
like the Sumatrans who had begun to send diplomatic missions to the
Imperial Court, the Sinhalese were vying for a share in the carrying trade
between China and the West.

Participation of the Sinhalese in the trade of the Indian Ocean would
have been an important factor in strengthening their ties with South
East Asian lands. An eleventh century inscription issued by the Javanese
king Airlanga mentions Sinhalese among the communities of foreign
merchants residing at the Javanese ports.t The interests that Ceylon
had in the trade in elephants with Burma was one of the causes which
led to hostilities between the two countries in the reign of Parakrarnabahu
1.4 As late as in the sixteenth century, Tome Pires, the Portuguese en-
voy to China, noted the presence of merchants from Ceylon at Malacca.>
On the other hand, the active role that the Malaysians-and particularly,
as O. W. Wolters has pointed out", the Sumatrans-played in the carrying
trade of the Indian Ocean would have often brought them to Ceylonese
ports. It seems reasonable to postulate that this close contact between the
two regions would have led to the expansion of the cultural influences of
each region npon the other.

The late Pierre Dupont was one of the first scholars to consider this
interesting possibility in suggesting that some of the sculptural works
from South East Asia, grouped under the Arnaravati school, could have
come from Ceylon. In his examination of two Buddha images from

Western Java and another from Celebes, Dupont has traced evidence
of the influence of Sinhalese sculptural traditions. He dated the image
from Celebes to the second or the third century, and the two images
from Western Java to the sixth or the seventh century.? Mirella Levi d'
Ancona, too, in her examination of these images, has suggested the

2, John M. Scnaveratne, 'Chino-Sinhalese relations in the early and middle ages', ]CBRAS,
Vol. XXIV, 1917, pp. 74-105. The "shaggy stuff of white colour" was probably cloth. A variety of
fine cloth imported from Ceylon finds mention in the R(~;ataraitgilll (cd. R. S. Pandir, p. 35).
Perhaps, it was a similar fabr ic imported from Ceylon which was referred to as lVljilra" sifl/,al in the
Old Javanese inscriptions from the end of the ninth century (A,(iIJUs A-,iae, Vol. XXIV, p. 245).
A fabric called 'Lanka cloth' is mentioned also in Siamese annals (c. Notton, Histolre du Dhammariija
et notre Seioneur; Aunales du Siam, Vol. 1, 1926. p. 75).

'3. G. Cocdes, Les-etots hindouises d'Tndochine er d'Indonesie, Paris, 1964, p. 268.
4.Cula"a/(lsa, 76. 17-21.
5. Tome Pires, S,m,a Orientalis, (ed. A. Corresao), Hakluyt Socictv Publications, Second Series,

No. XC, 1944; Vol. II, p.628.
6. O.W.Wolters, 'The "Po-ssu Pine trees", 'BSOAS, Vol. XXIII. 1960, pp. 323-350 .. ,
7. Pierre Dupont, 'Les Buddha dits d' Amaravart en Asie du Sud-Esr, 'BEFEO, Vol. XLIX, 1959,

pp. 632-636. '
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CEYLON AND MALAYSIA

possibility of their origin in Ceylon. However, she disagrees with
Dupont in assigning the image from Celebes to the early fifth century
and those from Java to the end of the fifth or the beginning of the
sixth centurv.f Another scholar, Deva Prasad Ghosh, suggested, in a
discussion on an image of Avalokitesvara found at Bingin in the Palem-
bang district in Sumatra, the possibility that the inspiration came from
Ceylon, comparing it with a statue of the same Bodhisattva found at
Situlpavva, and ascribed it to about the seventh century.? More recen-
tly, J. G. de Casparis has published an eighth century inscription from
the Ratubaka Plateau in Central Java which points to contact between
the communities of Buddhist monks in Java and Ceylon.I? It is rele-
vant to note here that this evidence on cultural contact between Ceylon
and Malaysia comes from the same period when, as suggested earlier,
Ceylon appears to have taken an increased interest in commercial con-
tact with the regions in the eastern half of the Indian Ocean. Evidently,
relations between these two regions continued into, or were resumed in,
a later period when Ceylon had become the source of inspiration for the
expansion of Theravada Buddhism in South East Asia. The researches
of Dupont have further brought out that a group of Buddha images
from the northern parts of the Malay Peninsula, which he terms the 'Jaiy::!
school' and dates to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, "appears to
have been subject in particular to influences from Ceylon.U

Modern historical writings on ancient Ceylon have, with charac-
teristic Indo-centrism, tended largely to ignore the implications raised
by this evidence. The over-emphasis on the role of Indian influences
in the ancient history of Ceylon, an extreme example of which may be
found in the attempt of one historian to divide the history of Ceylon
up to the coming of Europeans into North Indian and South Indian
periods, has made historians blind to the significance of relations that
Ceylon maintained with lands other than India. To some extent the
modem writer seems to have inherited this tendency from the chroni-
clers of the past. The chronicles of Ceylon written by Buddhist monks
tend to ovcr-ernphasisc relations between Ceylon and the home of Bud-

8. Mirella Levi l)'Ancona, 'Amaravart, Ceylon allli Three Imported Bronzes', Th« Arl ltuilctin,
Vo!. XXXIV, No. I, 1952, PI'. 1-17. ,

9. Devaprasad Ghosh, 'Two Bodhisattva Images from Ceylon and Sri Vijaya',j/ll. 4 lite Ctr.
1".1 . .)0( .• Vol. IV, 1937, pp. 125-127.

10. J. G. de Casparis, 'New Evidence on Cultural Relations between Java and Ceylon in Ancient
Times'. Felicitation VOII/lllt presented 1(1 Pro]. C. Cordes Ill! hi, SCFrtrly fifth birthda», Artibus Asiae, Vol.
XXIV, 1961. PI'. 241-248.

11. Pierre Dupont, 'Lc Buddha de Grahi ct l'Ecok de Cuiya', BEFliO. Vol. XLII, 1942,
Pl'. \O~-ln
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dhism. Little evidence is found in them about the brisk trade that Ceylon
maintained with Rome or the lands of East and South East Asia. Sur-
prisingly enough, not even the Buddhist missions sent from Ceylon to
China and South East Asia find mention in these chronicles. They con-
tain only one clear reference to contact with the Malaysian region.

",',

It is in this context that the researches of Professor S. Paranavitana
011 the relations between Ceylon and Malaysia occupy an important place
in the historiography of Ceylon. He approached this problem first at
a seminar held at Dambadeniya in 195812• A more systcmacic develop-
ment of his ideas arc to be seen in an article, "Ceylon and Malaysia
in Mediaeval Times", published in the [ourna! (~rthe Ceylon Branch (~(tlze
RoyaL Asiatic Society in 1960. In a paper entitled "The Aryan Kingdom
in North Ceylon", published in the same journal in the following
year, Paranavitana presented evidence on Malaysian activities in the Jaffi1a
Kingdom. He returned to the subject in a paper entitled "Princess
Ulakudaya's Wedding" published in the Uuiversitv of Ceylon Review for
the year 1963. He brought forth further evidence on the same topic in
two public lectures delivered at the University of Ceylon, Peradeniya, one
of which was published in the Transactions (:1' the University or Ceylon
Linguistic Society of 1964. In the following year, the text of the interlinear
writing on an inscription from Aturupolayagama, read and translated by
Paranavitana, and containing material relevant to the subject, was
published in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. More evidence was presented in
1966 in the special volume ofEssaysOjJeredto G.H.Lucewhere Paranavitana
gave his reading of the slab inscription No. I of Mahinda IV from the
site of the Abhayagiri monastery. The same year saw the publication
of Ceylon Q/1d l\1lllaysia, in which work Paranavitana brought together
new information as well as material published in earlier papers but with
certain noteworthy omissions which will be discussed in due course.l '

, "

12. See Daihbaderri Sdhitvn Sallllllelallaya, Snmmelana Satahau, Department of Cultural Affairs.
Colombo, 1959, pp, 23-27,33-34.

13. S. Paranavitaua, 'Ceylon and Malaysia in Mediaeval timcs',jCBR.1S (New Series) Vol. VII,
1960, pp. 1-43.
'The Arya Kingdom in North Ceylon',}CBRAS (New Series) Vol. VII, 1961, pp. 174-224.
'Princess Ulakuda ya's Wedding', UCR, Vol. XXI, 1963, pp. 103-137.
'Linguistic Studies in Ancient Ceylon and Sri Vijaya', TUCLS, 1964, pp. 79-100.
Newly Discovered Historical Documents Relating to Ceylon, lndia and South East Asia, Mimeo-
graphed paper dated 4th Nov., 1964, pp. 1-22, subsequently publish cd in Bnddhist
Yearly 1967, Jahrbuch fur Buddhistische Forschuugen, (ed. Heinz Mode), Buddhist Centre
Halle, German Democratic Republ ic, pp. 26-58.
Appendix to the 'Girirale Stone-scat inscription', Ep.Zey., Vol. V, Pt. 3, 1965, pp. 440-443.
'Ceylon and Sri Vijaya', Essays offered to G. H. Luce by his colleagues and friends it' I,OltOIl'-<>/
his seventy fifth birthdav, Artibus Asiae, 1966, Vol. 1, pp. 205-212.
Ceylon and Molaysia, Colombo, 1966.
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The publication of the first of the papers that Paranavitana wrote
on this subject drew forth a polemical article by K. A. Nilakanta Sastri,
where he challenged the conclusions that Paranavitana drew from his
evidence.l+ The value of the criticisms made by this pioneer in the stu-
dy of relations between South and South East Asia was somewhat im-
paired by his inadequate knowledge of Ceylonese sources. Paranavitana
used this shortcoming effectively to his advantage in the reply he wrote
in the following ycar.t> The radical conclusions that Paranavitana draws
from his evidence should, if they are accepted, involve the re-writing
of a substantial portion of the ancient and mediaeval history of Ceylon. 16

He argues for a relationship between Ceylon and Malaysia extending
beyond the economic and cultural spheres that earlier writings postula-
ted and the single military expedition recorded in the chronicle into a
close connection between the two ruling houses of Sri Vijaya and Ceylon.
According to the information he cites, this relationship played a signi-
ficant role in the politics of the two regions as well as of the Indian sub-
continent during a considerably long period. Even in his very first paper
he held this relationship to be so important in the period between the
demise of Parakrarnabahu I and the accession of the second king of that
name that he suggested that "we may call this the Malay Period of Ceylon
History". Hence it is singularly unfortunate that, in spite of the interest
that Paranavitana's writings initially created among the community
of scholars, particularly historians, in Ceylon, the publication of his sub-
sequent researches has drawn few comments, favourable or critical, at
least in print. The only publication in which an attempt has been made
so far to examine the conclusions drawn by Paranavitana is a critical review
by K. Indrapala of Ceylon atld Malaysia.' 7

14. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, 'Ceylon and Sri Vijaya',jCBRAS (New Series), Vol. VIII, PI. I, 1962,
pp. 125-140.

15. S. Paranavitana, 'Ceylon and Malaysia: A Rejoinder to K. A. Nilakanta Sasrri ', ]CBRAS
(New Series), Vol. VIII, 1963, Pt. 2, pp. 330-337.

16. In fact, what some might called a premature revision Ius already been made of the relevant
periods of Ceylon history in certain text-books. See c.g. C.W. Nicholas and S. Paranavirana, A Concise
History ~fCeylon, 1961.

17. ]CBRAS (New Series), Vol. XI, 1967, pp. 101-106. In 1963, A. Liyanagarnage read a
p~per at a seminar at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. in which he
critically examined the conclusions that Paranavitana drew in his initial contribution on the subject.
This study was a part of the researches undertaken by Dr. Liyanagamage for the Ph.D. degree. But
it has not been included in the thesis he finally presented. It does not appear even in The Decline of
Polonnaruva alld the Rise of Dambadeniya, a work based on this thesis, published in 1967. After this
p~per was read before the Ceylon Studies Seminar, Dr. Liyanagamage very kindly made his unpub-
lished study available to the present writer. For some comments on this study, see also n. 3R.
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The extensive and impressive array of evidence that Paranavitana
marshals to support his theories may be broadly categorised under two
heads: re-interpretation of evidence found in well-known literary and epi-
graphic sources and material from. recently discovered epigraphic records

As Paranavitana himself pointed out, his study based on these sources
is mainly one of nomenclature; and here he relics heavily on controversial
linguistic evidence. The dangers involved in drawing important historical
conclusions from the similarity of place-names becomes clear when one
recalls the attempt made by a famous scholar to identify Nikumbha
mentioned in the Mililldapaiilw with Negombo, a modern place name in
Cevlon.tf Further, exactitude and consistence in the use of terms is
an important rule to be followed in research of this type. Unfortuna-
tely, Paranavitana uses place-names very loosely. For instance, Malaya,
a key-term he uses often, is sometimes identified as the Malay peninsula,
but sometimes it is located in Sumatra.I? One often wishes that Parana-
vitana had included a map in his Ceylon and Malaysia, where the places
he identified could have been marked. If this elementary precaution
had been taken, some of the mistakes he has made could easily have been
avoided. Further, as Nilakanta Sastri has pointed out, some of the liter-
ary sources like the Rajiivaliya, Malaiakathova, Kedah annals and the Por-
tuguese accounts that Paranavitana uses to base his arguments 011 are too
removed in time from the events they mention to yield any reliable
conclusions. Paranavitana makes no attempt to test their historical validity.

6

The bulk of the material that Paranavitana utilises ill his Ceyk»: and
A1alaysia is drawn from ncw icvidcncc. which, in his lecture before rhe
University of Ceylon Linguistic Society, he claimed to have discovered.
According to him, extracts frOl11.a number of chronicles, the Sundarivrttiinta,
Para1l1par~;JllSfaka, Maf,harajav!ttallta, Suvnrnnapuravantsa and the' Raja-
vatnsa, are to be found on about twenty five inscriptions that he has re-
examined or discovered recently at places scattered all over the Island and at
Rarnesvaram in South India. They include a slab inscription from Vessa-
giriya, the Rambdva slab and the slab inscription No. I of Mahinda IV
at the Abhayagiri monastery which have already been published . .2°
In his account of the nature and extent of the contents of these records
Paranavitana points out that they should prove extremely important to
students of the history of Ceylon as well as of India and South East Asia.

IR. G. E. Geriui, Rese~,rlles ~II f'lOlrmy's Ge~g,,!p"Y vf Ens/em As;,!. London. 190'1, p. 92. n. 3 ..
19. See CrY/lll! and Ma/'Iysid. pp. 2. 17. 26.
20. I:!'. Zey .. Vol. I. pis. 10. 2H; Vol. II. pl. 12.
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However, these documents present the scholar who attempts to
use them for historical purposes with problems as formidable as the
information they yield is important. Roughly the documents fall into
three categories: (i) writing executed in minute letters in between the lines
of original inscriptions (ii) inscriptions with letters ofnormaJ size and (iii)
records indited in both normal and minute writing. The great majority
of the records [111 within the first category. A few records like the
Madirigiriya inscription belong to the second while the Abhayagiri ins-
cription which [1lls into the third is said to contain information of great
significance.

The presence of interlinear writing, though unusual, is not a unique
phenomenon. For instance, interlinear writing of a late date is to be
found on the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta. But this is pcchaps
the first time that interlinear writing is used to draw conclusions which
would involve the re-writing of the history of a period. The observe-
tions that Paranavitana himself madeon the nature of these records would
underline the problems of decipherment and authentication that their
utilisation involves: "There arc to be seen on a large number of ins-
cribed slabs and pillars of different dates found in various parts of the Is-
land, writing superficially incised in minute characters, crowded together
in between the lines of the original inscription and also going over them.
These writings arc of such nature that they may be totally overlooked
when one's attention is focussed 011 the original inscription. If the es-
rampage of the inscription is not prepared with the particular purpose
of showing them, the writing lllay not appear on the cstampage .... This
later writing has been written over and over again and at first sight, appears
as a mere jumble of criss-cross lines, but concentrated observation makes
it possible for writings of different periods to be discriminated from the
rest.">' Apart from being indited in minute interlinear writing, some
records are said to reveal other 'eccentric' features. According to Parana-
vitana, in some of the records which provide genealogical information on
Ulakudayadevi and her bridegroom, "the pedigree of the bridegroom
is written over that of the bride, or vice versa." To add to the confusion,
some of the records are engraved over a layer of the word svasti which
had been indited previouly. "In an area measuring 15 in. by 21 in.,"
Paranavitana comments, "I have counted more than 250 repetitions of
the word svasti.... The whole of the Abhayagiri slab (Ep.Zcy. Vol. I,

21. See Buddhist Yearly, 1967, p. 26.

7
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No. 20) measuring 8 ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., is covered with this word,written
not only in the empty spaces between the lines of the original writing,
but also over that writing."12

The difficulties involved in the decipherment of the writing are en-
hanced by the fact that some of the slabs have suffered badly from wea-
thering. In certain instances, Paranavitana has supplied the lacunae on
the basis of his comparison with copies of the same record found
on other slabs. But in other instances, they have been restored conjec-
turally. Here one has to constantly keep in mind that one is dealing
with what is perhaps the least scientific branch of the discipline of archaeo-
logy. The reading of a word as well as the interpretation thereof could
be most open to the subjective bias of the scholar. Hence strict care has
to be taken by the epigraphist to indicate separately the clear letters, the
doubtful readings and the conjectural restorations. It is most unfortu-
nate that, in giving the readings of the relevant inscriptions, Parana-
vitana fails to follow the system he had constantly adhered to in his pre-
vious publications in the Epigraphia Zeylanica and other journals of indi-
cating doubtful readings with simple brackets and conjectural restora-
tions with square brackets. His efforts arc directed merely at giving a
continuous reading. The usefulness of his reading for historical pur-
pose! is severely affected by this regrettable omission.

In order to test the reliability of the given readings, the present writer
chose the Abhayagiri slab inscription No. I as a sample as it is supposed
to contain both normal and interlinear writing. This inscription had been
in a bad state of preservation even at the time D. M. de Z. Wickrema-
singhe decided to publish it in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. The lower right
portion of the record was extremely weathered and Wickremasinghe
could get a continuous reading only up to the eighteenth line and that
too with a number of doubtful readings and conjectural restorations.
From there up to the fiftieth line where the main part of the inscription
which is in Sinhalese ends he found it progressively more difficult to read
the right portions of the lines. From the fiftieth to the fifty fifth line
Wickremasinghe could read only a word or a letter here and there of the
continuation of the record ill Sanskrit.s ' Today the slab is ill a worse
condition after having been exposed to the elements for a further half
century.

22. ucu, Vol. XXI, 1963, p. 127.
23. Ep.Zey., Vol. I. pp. 213-229. See comments on p. 213.

8
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In his paper Oil 'Ceylon and SriViJaya', published in the special volume
of essays offered to G. H. Lucc, Paranavitana not only reads the portion
from the fiftieth to the fiftyfifth line but also traces seven more lines in
smaller letters in continuation of the record. He leaves only a few mat-
rds of a strophe unread, and that in the portion executed in larger letters.
He further states that this slab and another discovered in the same vici-
nity24 are both "covered from top to bottom with writing in very small
characters, inscribed in the spaces bctwcc the lines of the original Sinha-
lese writing, as well as going over them." "In some places," he con-
tinues, "there are about four lines of writing within the space of about
one inch in height. At the top of the second slab is a statement that
these are extracts from a book named Parampardpustalea (the Book of
Lineages), written in the reign of Vikrarnabahu (lIIT-IIp), by a monk
named Bhadra who was the pupil of the Sthavira (the Head of the Sangha)
of Suvarnnapura (Sri Vijaya), and had received his education at the Abhaya-
giri Vihara of Anuradhapura."25 Paranavitana has drawn heavily on
these interlinear writings, some of them yet unpublished, for his Ceylon
Gild Malaysia.

Photographs of the Abhayagiri slab inscription No. J and the Bolam
inscription have been published. However, they arc not clear enough
to enable verification of the given readings. For the purpose of testing
the readings, the present writer used two estampages of the Abhayagiri
inscription used by Professor Paranavitana. He is grateful to the Profes-
sor for the most kind gesture of placing them at his disposal. The main
lines of the inscription arc separated by horizontal lines drawn 1.6 in.
from each other. The area in which Paranavitana traced seven more
lines is a portion 6.S in. in height and is one of the most weathered sec-
tions of the slab. One would expect 'superficially incised minute letters'
to be easily defaced by being exposed to the clements. But Paranavitana
gives a continuous reading of this portion. What the present writer,
without the 'trained eye of the epigraphist', could see in this por-
tion, was a jumble of criss-cross Iines and blotches, evidently the marks
of erosion. Here and there, while looking for the writing that Parana-
vitana speaks of, one may sometimes notice what appears like the form
of a letter. But it could easily be one's imagination. However, an exa-
mination of the slab and the two cstampages makes it quite clear that it
is impossible, even for a trained epigraphist, to get a continuous reading

24. The Abhayagiri slab inscription No.2, Lj •.7.cy .. Vol. I. pp. ::!30-241.
2,). L.<say-,"fTrmf h' C. H. Luc« .... Vol. /. p. ::!07.

10139-2
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as Paranavitana has done. This portion of the slab is completely wea-
thered away in a large number of places and leaves only white blotches
on the estampages. (See Fig. I). A further attempt was made to ascertain
the presence of interlinear writings by taking 'pencil rubbings' of the
better preserved portions of the two relevant slabs at Abhayagiri; but
this, too, did not yield affirmative results.

The attempts of the present writer to verify the given readings were,
therefore, necessarily restricted to the first five lines of the Sanskrit por-
tion of the record. According to Paranavitana's reading, key terms
relevant to the discussion, Java, Suvarnnapura and Malaya, occur in six
places within this portion. Of these, four are said to occur in those sec-
tions of the slab which are the most badly weathered. The phrases male-
yarzila-kamika and j-java-mnhfpaln which occur, according to Paranavi-
tana's reading, at the beginning respectively of the lines 53 and 54-are
in a relatively well preserved part of the slab. (See Fig. 2). Vlickremasinghe
assumed that line ·53 started with la and read the passage as lasi .. kiimika.
The word kdmiled, on which both Wickremasinghe and Paranavitana agree,
is quite legible. The same could be said of In and its position seems to
indicate that there was another letter before it. But it is impossible to
recognize this letter, quite apart from reading it as ma, The third letter
could be either sa or ya as read by Wickremasinghe and Paranavitana;
but one would find it difficult to rule out the possibility that it represents
the form ha, with a medial i or i attached to it. The space between
this letter and ka is too weathered to enable a clear reading. Of the
reading j-java-mahfpala, Wickremasinghe had read only the last two
letters which he rendered as palo. One may find it possible to agree
with Paranavitana's reading of the letter before pa as Ita. But one can-
not trace the sign of the medial t above it. Further this letter is below
the second letter in line 53. Hence it is rather doubtful whether all the
characters j-jiivn-ma could have been inscribed in the small space prece-
ding it. Thus the present writer could not obtain satisfactory results
of an affirmative nature in his attempts to verify the readings published
by Paranavitana.

Certain serious defects are noticeable in the technique that Parana-
vitana adopts to develop the theses he presents in his Ceylon and Malaysia.
Even if one were to accept Paranavitana's readings, it is evident from his
own comments that the inscriptions belong chronologically to a number
of different layers, the latest of which has to be dated in the seventeenth
century or a period subsequent to it. Paranavitana makes no attempt

10



Fig. 1. Abhayagiri Slab No. J. Enlarged photograph of 3 section of the lower porri ofi. The white
blotches indicating weathcr ing testify to rhc difficulties in verifying the minute writings read
by Professor Paranaviran,i,
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to separate these layers. Nor does he try to test his evidence or even
to separate the more rehab Ie evidence from the less reliable. All effort
is directed at presenting a continuous narrative and an ostensibly flaw-
less thesis.

It is difficult to understand why these records, containing such vital
information, were indited between the lines of older inscriptions, and
not on separate slabs and pillars. Not many would be satisfied with
Paranavitana's explanation that the authors were taking precautions aga-
inst their works being destroyed by opposing factions. It is not very
easy to believe that these opposing factions seeking to destroy the records
were expected to spare them because they dared not damage inscriptions
which had been set up several centuries earlier. To do so the authors
should have attributed to their opponents a very high degree of respect
for historical sources. The motive of the scribes in inditing a document
in such a fashion that one layer of writing was carved over another, as in
the caseof the Bolana inscription, is also a feature which defies explanation
and comprehension. Further, it is important to note that not even the

i names of the chronicles that are extensively used by Paranavitana occur
I outside the interlinear writings on inscriptions he claims to have dis-

covered. Hence, in the absence of adequate corroborative information
in the historical sources of both South and South East Asia, the authen-
ticity of these sources is open to serious doubt.

I [

The preceding inquiry into the source material that Paranavitana
utiliscd reveals that the foundation on which he has built his theories is
most unreliable. In the next part of this paper, the arguments put forward
by Paranavitana will be examined with a view to testing their validity
against other known historical evidence.

II

"When the eleventh year of the reign of this king had arrived, a king
of the ja,vakas known by the name of Candabhanu landed with a ter-
rible Jivaka army under the treacherous pretext that they were also fol-
lowers of the Buddha." Thus the author of the Ciilavanisa recorded
in his account of the reign of Parakrarnabiihu II (I236~r27o A.D.):
the only definite instance of relations between Ceylon and Malaysia to
be found in the chronicles of Ceylon.26 The Hatthavanaoalla-vihiira-
vaf!lsa, (HVlI.), a work written not long after the event, also mentions the
------

26. Cv. H3. 36, 37.
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incident and refers to the invader as the king of Tambalinga.27 The
question of the identity of the invader was settled with the publication
by Coedcs of the Sanskrit inscription from Vat Hva Vian in Jaiya. This
record mentions a king of Tamralinga named Sri Dharrnarsja and bea-
ring the title Candrabhanu, It is dated in I230 A.D.28 The Malay
Peninsula was known by the name Jivakadvipa. According to the in-
formation in the Ceylon annals, the invasion of Candabhanu has to be
dated to about I247 A.D. Hence there is little reason to doubt Coedes'
conclusion that the Jaiya inscription and the Ciilauatnsa refer to the same
person.

The first invasion of Candabhanu was unsuccessful and, according
to the Cidavanisa, a second attempt to conquer the Island was made by
this ruler in about I260 A.D. This, too, was unsuccessful. Paranavitana
has pointed out that the second invasion could have been led by a son
of the first invader as the term Candabhanu was a title and not a personal
name.

Apart from these references in the Ceylon chronicles, the Jiltakala-
malt mentions a mission sent to Ceylon by Rocaraja of Sukhodaya and
his friend Siri Dhammaraja of Siri Dhammanagara to obtain an image
of the Buddha which was said to possess miraculous powcrs.s? Siri Dham-
managara has been identified with Nakhon Si Tammarat, The inci-
dent is dated in the year 7I8 of the Siamese Saka era and the year r800

of the Buddhist era i.e. 1256/7 A.D. If the authenticity of this account
is accepted, it may be taken as evidence corroborating the account in the
Ciilavat!lsa.

In his attempt to prove close and prolonged contact between these
two regions, Paranavitana cites the reference in the Culavamsa to two
missions that Parakramabahu II sent to foreign lands to obtain monks
to help organize the Sinhalese sangha.30 One of these missions was
sent to the Cola kingdom. The other was sent to Tarnbarattha for the
specific purpose of inviting Dhammakitti, a monk who had earned a
wide reputation for his virtue.

27. HJIII. (PTS), London, 1956, p. 32.
28. G. Coedes, Recueil des inscriptions du 5i(1//I, Bangkok, 1924-9, Vol. II, p. 41.
29. JinaMlamaH, (PTS), 1962, p. 87.
30. Cu. 84. 9-16.
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Geiger was inclined to believe that Tambarattha should be located
t1l Smith lndia.!' Paranavitana points out that the Piii(lll(lli),a substi-
Hites Tamalimgam for Tambarattha in the account of the arrival ofDham-
makirti.v The Eht-affauagallllla/!ISa (EafJ) , the fourtecnth century trans-
lation of the Hill', gives Tamalirngamu in place of Tambalinga in its
account of the invasion of Candabhanu.V On the basis of this evidence,
Paranavitana identifies Tambarattha wi th Tambal il·Jga and locates it in
the Jaiya region.

y

The term Tambarartha finds mention in three other sources. A
strophe ill a fragmentary inscription from Polonnaruva, probably issued
ill the reign of Vikramabahu I (r r 11--Tl32), mentions a hierarch by the
name Ananda who is compared to "2 banner raised aloft in the land of
Lanka", The last two paaas of the strophe, which arc readable only ill
part, refer to his connections with the s(i/isha of Tambarattha and of the
Cola land.,\4 The second reference occurs in the Parainattlmviniccnava
(PlIll'.) written by Anurudclha. According to its colophon, the author
was born in "the township of Kavira in the land of the city of Kanci"
and was living at the time of writing at the town, of Tanja in Tamba-
ranha.-'5 Malalasckcra is of opinion that this monk would have lived
at the beginning of the twelfth ccntury.vo Buddharakkhita, thc author
of the jilliill7lil.:iira, speaks in the colophon of this work about his
reputation among the learned men of co!iyat(//lIhllril!!hll.37 This phrase
could be interpreted as 'the Cola land and Tambaratrha' or as 'Tambaratrha
of the Colas'. It is very tempting to accept the second interpretation
and to identify Taiija of the PII1I'. with Tafijaviir, the capital of the
Colas .'X. But the context of the reference in the Culavtunsa
precludes such an interpretation; it is clear fr0111 this that, at least
in the thirteenth century, Tarubaratrha was distinct from the
Co]a country, For scparate missions were sent to these two places.
The evidence in the Polonnarnva inscription cited above, too, would
suggcst that Tambarattha and Colarartha were distinct from each other.

31. CI'., (rrsl.), Vol. II. p. 1.~5 n.2.
32. 1',.,., (cd . .A.. V. Suravira), Colombo, 1%1, p. I1H.
33. Fal' .. (cd. MUl!idasa Kumaranarunnu), 1()25, p. 47.
34. 1'". /:('),., Vol. IV, PI'. 71-72.
35. PilII'. , (Dcvanaud.i cd.), Colombo, 192(,. p. 337.
36. G. P. Malalnsckcra, Tile p,,,; Literature of CrY/VII, Colombo. 19:;H. p. Hi).
37. J;IIii/mikara, (cd. H. Palit;]), 1<)55, 1'.31.
3H. In his unpublished paper, Liyanagamagc follows Geiger in attempting to locate Tarnba-

ra~tha in the Cola kingdom by idcnnfying Tanja with the capital of the Cobs. However, he se(,II'S
to have subsequently changed his views. For in The Decline ~l.PVI(ltJIh1'fI"/1 ant! the Rise (!f /)amb"d(,fliYI:
(p. 137). he ;1t'L'~l'ts the idcunfication propmen by Parunavirana.
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And if Paranavitana's identification of Tambarattha is accepted, these
instances would point to close cultural contact between Ceylon and the
Jaiya region during a considerably long period.

Paranavitana's identification is based on the equation Tambarattha
= Tarnalimgam (Tamalirp.gamu) = Tambalinga. A closer examination
reveals that it is not as dependable as it would seem at first sight because
there appears to be a certain amount of confusion in the use of the key
term Tamalimgam in Sinhalese literary works. The Saddharl1liilarikiiraya
relates a story about sixty Sinhalese monks who reached the roadstead
of Tamalimgamu in Darnbadiv and headed for the city of Palalup (Pa!ali-
putra] on their way to visit the sacred Bo tree-", Similarly, the Sad-
dnarmaratniiearava describes how the ship bearing the Bo sapling sent by
Asoka to Devanampiyatissa came down the Ganges and touched at Tama-
limgamtota (the port of Tamalimgam) on its way to Ceylon.w In
both these contexts, Tamalimgarnu could hardly be any other place but
the port of Tamralipti. In fact, certain ancient literary works translated
into Sinhalese give Tamalimgam in place of Tamalitti (Tamralipti} in
the Pali originals. The Sinhalese gloss41 on the Diithdvamsa gives Tama-
limgam in place of Tarnalitti while the Daladdsirita retains the latter form
without change.42 It would thus be clear that Sinhalese translators have
used the term Tamalimgam and its variants Tarnalimgamu and Tama-
lirngomu to refer to three places: Tarnbarattha, Tarnbalinga and Tamra-
lipti. Hence it seems unwise to argue that Tambarattha should be identi-
fied with Tarnbalinga as the same term Tamalimgarn is used to refer
to both these places in Sinhalese works.

Apart from Tamralipti and Tarnralinga, names beginning with tdmra
meaning 'copper' were used to denote several other places. These will
have to be examined before any conclusion is arrived at about the identity
of Tarnbarattha. Tambadiparattha was a name used to denote a part of
Burma. Dhammasenapati, the Burmese monk who wrote the Kiirikii,
the Pali grammar, states in its colophon that he lived at Arimaddanapura
(Pagan) in Tambadiparattha. The Sdsanavamsa dates its composition
to the year 160r of the Buddhist era.43 It could be somewhat later.

39. Saddharmalmikaraya, (ed. Bentot.a Saddharissa), Pilnadura, 1934, p. 361.
40. Saddnarmaratniikamva, (ed. Kosgoda Nanavimala), Colombo, 1931, p. 361.
41. Halvegoda SilillaIi.kara edition, p. 81, quoted by Paranavitana, ]CBRAS (New Series),

Vol. VII, Pt. I, p. 20.
42. Daladdsirita, (ed. V. Sorata), Colombo 1955, p. 32.
43. A. P. Buddhadatra, eau Sahitya}'a, Vol. II, 1%2,< pp. 480-481.
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The Nighart4utfka or the Abhidhanappadipikiisal]tlJartrtana was composed
by a Burmese minister called Caturangabala in about the fourteenth
century. He mentions that he lived in the reign of Sihasiira, the king
of Tambadiparatrha.s+ G. H. Luce has quoted the Jamblldipa Uchavi
to point out that the region to the east and south of the Irrawaddy was
known as Tambadipa while the region to the north and west of this river
was called Sunaparanta.s> This is supported by an inscription from
the Shwezayan pagoda at Thaton which mentions a king called Makuta-
raja who is described as the lord of "the whole of Tambaviseya". 46 Luce
has identified Makutaraja with Manuha, the contemporary of Anawrahta
(1044-1077 A.D.), who ruled over Lower Burrna.s? As Dupont has
suggested, Tarnbaviseya may be compared with Tiimravisaya rt'' the
latter is a term synonymous with the Pali Tarnbaratrha.

The Mahablulrata mentions an island called Tamra.s? The Divvii-
vadiina, too, refers to a certain Tamradvipa.w Edgerton has suggested
that they denote Ceylon which was known at one time as Tarnraparnni-
dvipa.51 The name of the South Indian river Tamraparnni goes back
very much into the past and finds mention in the VaYli Pnrana.t? It is
possible that the land round this river was also known. by the same name.
In fact, in the Matsya Purdna and the Vi~rtU Purdna, Tamraparnna occurs
as one of the nine divisions of the Bharatavarsa.v Hence the possi-
bility that Tambaratrha could have been a region in South India has also
to be kept in mind.

The foregoing discussion demonstrates the difficulties involved in
identifying Tambarattha with Tambalinga on the similarity of names:
There were several other regions round the Bay of Bengal which could
have borne or did bear similar names. It might have been possible to
accept Paranavitana's identification if the Ciilavamsa and the Piijiivaliya
which speak of Tambarattha and Tarnalimgamu as the home of Dham-
makitti used these names also to denote the kingdom of Candabhanu.

44. A. P. Buddhadatta, Pa/i Sa/lityara, Vol. II, p. 535.
45. Journal of the Burma Research Society, Vol. XLI!, p. 39.
46. Pierre Dupont, L'arcl1l!ologie !vfolls du Dl1amIJatI, Paris. 1959. Vol. J, p. 9.
47. G. H. Luce, Mons of the Pagml Dynasty, p. 9.
48. See n. 46.
49. Mb/,., Poona, 194<U>l, 2.28.46.
50. Divyavadana, (Cowell and Neil), p.525.
51. Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar aud Dictionary, London, 1953, Vol. II,

p. 251.
52. Vayu Pur(1)<l, Poona, 1905, 77. 24-25.
53. Mat.'ya Pur(1)<l, Poona, 1907, 114. R, Vi8~w PlmJ~la, Calcutta, 1'11;1,2. 36.
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But this is not so; in these works he is merely referred to as the king of
the Jivakas. Unfortunately, the Hvv. and Eav., which refer to Canda-
bhanu as having come from Tambalinga or Tamalimgam, are silent about
the arrival of Dhammakitti.

By way of supporting his identification, Paranavitana remarks
that there was "a Tanjongpura somewhere in the Malay peninsula which
would very well have been the Tafijanagara referred to in the Paramattha-
vinicchayo", "There is also," he adds, "a Tanjong Tembc!ing."54 Chau-
ju-kua mentions a certain Tan-jong-wou-lo as one of the dependencies
of Java.55 This has been interpreted by Coedes as a transliteration of
Tanjong-pura.S6 Tanjung-puri, described as a principal city is listed
among the tributaries and neighbours of the kingdom of Majapahit in
the Nagara-KertiigamaY Pigeaud who edited this Javanese chronicle located
Tanjungpuri in the Island of Bomeo.V Internal evidence from the
chronicle supports this identification which has found general acceptance
among scholars,

It is true that many places in the Malay peninsula have the term
talljV1lg as a part of their conjoint names. For tanjong in the Malay lan-
guage means 'cape' or 'promontory'. Tanjong Tcmbeling, the toponym
which Paranavitana cites to support his identification, merely means 'the
headland of the river Tembeling'. Had the author of the Pmv, lived
at one such place, it is very unlikely that he would have stated that he
lived at Tafija without giving the actual name of the place.

No place bearing the name Tafija is known from Burma. On the
other hanel, there were at least two places by this name ill South India.
One of these was Tafijaviir, modern Tanjore, which was the capital of
the Colas for some time. But, as pointed out earlier, Tambarattha seems
to have been outside the Cola country, at least in the time of Pariikrama-
bahu II. However, another city by this name finds mention in the Sin-
namanniir plates issued in the sixteenth year of Rajasil11ha, the Pandya
ruler. In this record, Rajasil11ha claims to have "defeated the king of
Tafijai at Naippiir, fought a battle at Kodumbai, the scat of one of the

54. Crvlon 11/111 Malaysia, p. Ill.
55. F. Hirth and W. W. Rockhill, Chau-iu-kua, His Work Oil the Chinese IIlId •.1rab Trade it' the

Twelfth <lilt! Thirteenth Centuries entitled' Chn-fan-chi, Amsterdam, 1906, p. H3.
56. LeJ etats .... , p.34U.
57. Rekawi PrJ},JocJ. The ,\:('jg.",,-Ki!,.,.i~al/l". rrauslarcd into English as jap,t ill the 14th cetlTllry, ;

..-lStudv ill Cultural History by Theodore G. Th. Pigeaud, The Hague 1960-4 VoL 111p. \( •.
5tl. Ibid. Vol. IV p. 31; see also pp. 128, 23lJ.
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powerful Cola subordinates, burnt Vaiiji and destroyed the king of
Southern Taiijai at Naval."59 If the first Taiijai is identified with the
Cola capital, it is seen that another city by the same name, evidently to
the south of the former, finds mention in the inscription. Presumably,
a prince independent of Pandya authority was ruling there. This city
fmds mention also in the Taifr;aiviillallki51lai, a literary work dated to the
twelfth century by the scholar. who edited it, but possibly about two
centuries later than this date. The hero of this poem was a feudatory
of the Pandyas who ruled from 'Taii<;:ai of the south'. According to the
poem, this city was situated near the Podiyil hills by the river Vaikai.v''
Evidently, the principality which had been independent earlier had, by
this time, accepted the suzerainty of the Pandyas,

Thc difficulties involved in identifying Tambarattha with the Ligor
area of the Malay peninsula induces one to consider other possibilities.
Tambarattha occurs in all its known contexts in association with South
India. I;; one instance a person born in the city of Kavira goes to live
in Tarnbarattha while ill the other three instances it is mentioned together
with the Cola cOllntry. This would suggest that it was situated near
the Cola kingdom. The Tarija of the Pntv, could, therefore, be very
well identified with 'Taiijai (or Tancai) of the South' mentioned in the
Sinnamanniir plates and the Taiicaivdnanleovai, Hence it appears, on the
evidence available to us, that Tambarattha of the Pali sources has to be
located in South India rather than ill' 'South East Asia.

Central to Paranavitaua's thesis is the radically new interpretation
hc proposes in the fifth and sixth chapters of his book for the term Kaliliga
which occurs in the literary and inscriptional works of Ceylon.Refe-
rence to Kalinga occurs for the first time in the Maluivainsa, where the
ancestry of Yijaya is traced back to a prince from Va6ga and a Kalinga
princess.s! The CUlatJ(//!15c1 records that, in the reign of Sirimcghavanna
(301-328 A.D.), the Tooth Relic of the Buddha was brought to Ceylon
from the Kalinga countrv.o- In the rcign of Aggabodhi IT (604-6f4),
a ruler of Kaliliga "whose mind was disturbed on seeing rhc death of
living beings in war" fled to Ceylon with his queen and a ministcr.s' By
the beginning of the tcnth century, nobles belonging to a Kalinga clan

59. SOl/til lndian II/scriptio".'. Vol. 1lI p. H').
60. T,Ji'icaill(i,wl/kol,.li, (cd. S. It Raruasam i I'illai). Madras, 19')2. PI'. II. ](). 211. 27, J 1. 31 n. 3:1').
61. MI'. 6. I.
62. Cu. 37. 92.
63. CI'. 42. 4.j-t<J.
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could be found holding responsible positions in the administrative hier-
archy. Certain officials of both Kassapa IV (898-9f 4) and V (914-923)
arc referred to by the term Kilirn, probably derived from Kalinga as the
editor of the inscriptions supposcd.e- Ceylon came into closer con-
tact with Kalinga in the reigns of Mahinda IV (956-972), Vijayabahu I
(ro55-II1O) and Vikrarnabahu I (T III-IIp) all of whom married
princesses from Kalinga. The issues of these unions seem to have been
supposed to belong to the Kalinga clan. Mahinda V refers to himself
as "the pinnacle of the Kalinga clan". 65 The Ciilavanisa describes Gaja-
bahu 11 (fT32-fI53), SOil of Vikramabahu I by the Kalinga princess Sundari,
as a scion of the Kalinga clan.M It is possible that Vikrarnabahu I, who
was the SOI1 of Vijayabahu I by the Kalinga princess Tilokasundari, was
likewise supposed to bclong to this clan.

This close relationship between Kalinga and Ceylon reached its climax
when, for the first time, a prince born in Kalinga ascended the throne
in the person of Nissankarnalla (fI87-rf96) who claims, in an inscrip-
tion found at Polonnaruva, that he was a bana~l/IIJIl11 ('nephew', 'son-in-law')
of Parakramabahu I.67 He was brought from Simhapura in Kalinga,
where he was born, and groomed for kingship by Parakramabahu. The
period of turbulent political activity which followed the death of Parakra-
mabahu saw a number of scions of the Kalil'lga clan ascending the Sinha-
lese throne, some though for a short time. Nissankamalla, who ruled
for nine years was followed by his son Virabahu (II96), his brothers
Vikrarnabfihu II (rro«) and Sahassamalla (rzoo-fz02), his l]lIeen Kal-
yanavati (I202-T208) and his nephew Codaganga (r f96-II97). The
last ruler to come from Kaliliga was Magha. The Ciilavauisa describes
how he invaded Ceylon with twenty four thousand soldiers and ruled
from Polonnaruva, oppressing the local population with unprecedented
cruelty. His soldiers arc referred to as Kcralas and sometimes as Dami-
!as.68 The PiUavaliya, which was written not long after the event, men-
tions that Magha of Kalinga came with twcnty four thousand Malalas
to conquer the Polonnaruva kingdom and to rule with the assistance 0/
Damilas for nineteen years.69

(,4. Ep, Zey .. Vol. IV, p. 64. 1. A. 1R. Another interpretation of the term Kil im is possible. II
lIlay be connected with Kulinga, a clan-name which occurs in thc Mohiivamsa. ,\.1". 19.2.

65. See infra p. 44.
6(>. C:v. 63.H
67. E!'. Zey .. Vol. V, p. 20:; 11. A 1:;-19.
6H. C". 80. 54-79
6'1. it«. Pl'. 1OH-').
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Till the time Paranavitana's first article was published, there was
no doubt about the identification of Kalinga with the Indian region by
this name. Evidence from the contexts where this term occurred seemed
to support this identification. The Ciilavamsa, for instance, mentions
three kinsmen of the qut;:en Tilokasundari, Madhukannava, Balakkara
and Bhima, who came to Ceylon in the time of Vijayabahu I. It was
their sister that Vikramabahu I chose as his queen."? Paranavitana
himself has pointed out in an earlier article the similarity between the
names Madhukannava and Madhukarnamnava. The latter was the
name of a Gang;' king who ruled in the eleventh century."! Simi-
larly, Nissankamalla's nephew who followed him to the throne shared
the name Coc;lagal1gawith another king of the GaIiga line. Kalyana
Mahadevi, one of the queens of Nissankamalla, is specifically referred
to as a member of the Gangavamsa.t- This information suggests that
the Kalitiga rulers of Ceylon had a close connection with the Orissa region
where the Gatigas were in power.

However, Sri Jayagopa, who is mentioned as the father of three of
the Kalinga rulers of Ceylon, cannot be identified with any of the known
rulers of the more important dynasties which ruled over Orissa during
this period. Nor was Simhapura the capital of Kalinga at this time. The
capital had been located there at a time between the fourth and the sixth
centuries when the Komarti plates of Candravarman and the Brhatpros-
tha grant of Umavarrnan were issued. These two rulers refer to them-
selves by the title Kalingadhipati and issue their edicts from Simhapura
or Sihapura. Hultzsch who edited these records identified Simhapura
with modern Singupuram which is situated between Chicacole and Nara-
sennape~a.73 But, by the period under discussion, the capital had been
shifted to Kaiinganagara.

Sircar tries to explain this difficulty away by suggesting that the authors
of the Ciilavat!lsa were merely continuing an older tradition in referring
to Simhapura as the capital of Kalinga.?" But, as Paranavitana points out,
Sinhaleseinscriptions of this period, too, refer to Simhapura as the home
of the Kalinga princes. This discrepancy prompted Paranavitana to look
for a Kalinga and a Simhapura elsewhere. On the other hand, these

70. Cv. 59.46
71. S. Paranavitana, 'The Kalinga Dynasty of Ceylon'. .l,rI. 0( the Ctr.ind.Soc., Vol. !II, pp. 57-64.
72. Ep. Zey., Vol. n. p. 10611. B2-3.
73. Ep. Jnd., Vol. IV, pp. 142ff.; Vol. xu. pp. 4-6.
74. TIlt Struggle lor Empire, (ed. R. C. Majumdar and A. D. Pusalker), pp. 267-8.
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princes who willingly left their homeland to come over to Ceylon could
very well have belonged to a minor ruling family. It is also possible
that they were the descendants of the old dynasty of Simhapura who
continued to live there after their fall from power.

Professor Paranavitana adduces a number of arguments to support his
hypothesis that when the Sinhalese literati of the period between the tenth
and the thirteenth centuries refer to Kalitiga, "it is not the region of that
name in Eastern India that was meant, but a region in Malaysia" and that
it was from this Malaysian region that the rulers of the Kalinga dynasty
came to Ceylon.

Firstly, he proposes to identify Magha as an invader from Malaysia.
The main evidence on which Paranavitana bases this hypothesis is drawn
from the Rajavaliya which was written in about the eighteenth century.
According to the Piijavaliya and the Ciilavamsa, the bulk of the soldiers
who fought under Candrabhanu were Javakas.75 But in the Rajiivaliya
the soldiers of this king are referred to as Malalas.76 On the basis of this
evidence, Paranavitana equates the term Javaka with Malala. Then he
goes on to point out that in the Pujiivaliya Malala is the term used to refer
to the soldiers in Magha's army.

In support of his identification of Malala as a reference to Malays,
Paranavitana cites evidence from the Kavyasekhara of the fifteenth-century
poet Rahula. Among princes from various regions who came to pay
their respects to the Bodhisattva at Benares, this work mentions a Malala
prince who brought presents which included tahu], 77 The term Malala,
probably derived from Malaya, is applicable to the Malabar region as
much as it could be connected with Malaiviir which most scholars agree
in locating in Sumatra.tf Paranavitana relies in his identification of
Malala in the Kiiv yaseklzara with the South East Asian region on the argument
that takul (Skr. ta~kolil) "is included in ancient Tamil literature among
the commodities brought in ships to South India from the regions in the
Malay Peninsula". This statement is made on the authority of Nilakanta
Sastri"? but an attempt to verify the sources would reveal that it is based

75. Pjv., p. 117; ClJ., 83. 36, 37.
76. Riijiil'aliya, (ed. B. Gunasckara), 1953, p. 45.
77. Kavya~ekhara, (cd. Rannalane Dharmararna), Canto 10, v. 118.
78. See Paul Wheatley, The Golden Khersonese, Kuala lam pur, 1961, p. 200.
79. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, 'The Tamil Land and the Eastern Colonics'c ju'. ~(tlle Ctr.lud.Soc.,

Vol. Xl, 1944, pp. 26-28.
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on a number of surmises. The relevant statement in the C;ilappadikiirmll
refers to ships bringing spices entering the emporium of Madura with
the eastern wind.s? It is noteworthy that there is no reference at all to
South East Asian lands. It is on the basis of reference to the eastern wind
that a surmise has been made that the ships came from South East Asia;
but this need not necessarily be so. On the other hand, the Cilappadi-
karam makes 110 mention of takkola being imported to Madura. It "vas
only in the fourteenth-century commcutary by A~iyarkkwmalar that
the term viisant which occurs in the original verse is explained as referring
among other things to takkoli.81 Thus it becomes evident that the belief
that takkola was imported to South India from Malaysian regions rests
on rather unreliable and indefinite evidence.

Takkola has been taken to mean 'cubebs' by Paranavitana. Even
if cubeb was imported to South India, this docs not of course mean that
it was not grown in India, just as much as a rice-producing country like
Ceylon may have to import rice to meet her excessive internal demand.
In his review of Ceylon and Ma lays ia, Indrapala82 has drawn attention
to the fact that in 1504, not long after the time of the writing of the Kdvvo-
sekfwra, cubeb was among the cargoes sent to Lisbon from the Malabar
coast. Moreover, the accounts of Garcia written in the sixteenth century
and of Valcntyn written in r675 mention cubeb as an export from the
Malabar region. It is quite likely that this commodity had been expor-
ted from the Malabar coast for quite some time before the sixteenth century.
For certain versions of the travels of Marco Polo also mention this fact.83

In trying to determine the meaning of lakul, it is relevant to note that
in Tamil the term takkolam was also used in other senses to denote betel
leaf, arccanuts and long pepper.84 The Pilikala-nikantu gives taHolaH),
together with akil, milaku, ki5[tam and leunkumam, as the five products of
the hilly regions.s> It is also noteworthy that the Dharmapradipika, a
Sinhalese work written in about the twelfth century, refers in its com-
mentary on the KiiJiligabodhi Jatllka to tahu] as a plant found in the Hirna-

80. The Silappadikaram, (cd. V. R. Rarnachandra Dikshirar), Madras, 1')39, Canto 14. VV. 106-112.
81. See The Co/dell Khcrsoucse, pp. 11l2-3.
82. ]CBRAS (new Series), Vol. Xl, 1967, p. 1(6.
83. Garcia de Orta (Garzia doll' Herro), Dell' Istoria dei semplici cd altrc CMe (he pel/gena portate dell'

It,die Onemal!« .. , (Trad. dal Portughesc cia Annib. Briganti), Venezia, !~:-;9, pp. 39-403; Francois
Valentyn, KCI/r1yke Beschryuing ./an Choromandcl, P«~II, Aml/'III1, Benoale ..• Amsterdam, 1726, p. 243:
See The Trauds oj Marc" Polo, New York, 1958, pp. 305, 391.

84. Tamil Lexicon, University of 1\1;,,1;'.15, tng, Vol. Ill, p. 17(':.•.
R5. IIwiai-l'at!l-tirnJ'iYIIIIl. Pinkala-nikant«, Madras, 1917. 1'. 72. It is clear from ;l later em. y

that the text is LIsinJ; malai to denote 'hill'. (p. 90.)
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Malaiyiir mentioned earlier. However, it is doubtful whether this equa-
tion could be applied to the passage in the Piijiivaliya as both these terms
Malala and Malayuru occur in this work evidently with two different
meanings.?+

The sense in which the term Malala is used in the Piijiivaliya becomes
clear if the relevant passages are compared with the parallel passages in
the Ciuavauisa, In the latter work, Magha is said to have come from
Kali11ga, bringing with him twenty-four thousand soldiers who roamed
about announcing that they were Keralas and cruelly oppressing the people.
Later on, it is stated that Parakramabahu II had to fight against forty thou-
sand Kcralas and Damilas in his struggle against Magha and jayabahu." t
It becomes evident from this that the two chronicles agree closely in their;
accounts of these events and that it was in place of Kerala in the Ctilavamso
that the P'-Uii1J.1/iya uses the term Malala.

However, Paranavitana prefers not to accept the obvious meaning of
Kcra]a i.e. the Malabar region. He argues that if Keralas were Malayalis, I
they would not have been content to win political power for a foreigner. i
Secondly, he maintains that the term Kcra]a occurs in the Culavamsa when'
the influence of the Kaliilgas, whom he identifies as Malaysians, was domi-
nant in Ceylon politics. On the basis of these arguments, Paranavitana
proposes to identify Kera]a as derived from Kirata, a term used, according
to the Viiyu Puriina, to denote the peoples who dwelt to the cast of the
Bhara tavar sa.96

It may be pointed out here that the practice of using South Indian,
mercenanes was not rare. As evident from the Ciilauar!/sa, Candrabhanu
himself drew heavily from the Cola and Pandya territories for military
recruits for his second invasion of Ceylon.?? Mercenaries from the Karn-
I)a~aand the Kerala regions were employed not only by adventurers seeking
powa and prestige but also by well-established dynasties in their imperial
armies as in the case of the Colas of South India and the Palas in the North.v'
It is not surprising, therefore, for Magha to employ the inhabitants of
Malabar for his invasion of Ceylon.

94. Pj••., (ed. Saddhatissa), 1930, p. 10(,.
95. Cv. 80. 58-62; 83.50-1. Geiger's translation of C,'. H3.20 is inaccurate.
96. Viiyu P,m'iua, Canto 45, v. H2.
97. Cv. HS. 62, 63.
9H. K. A. Nilakanra Sasrri, Colas, Madras, 1955, p. 134; The Struggle/or limpire, (ed. R. C. Majumdar

and A. D. Pusalker), 1957, p. 257.
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An inscription issued by Nissankamalla provides a strong argument
against Paranavitana's interpretation of Kerala as denoting the 'eastern
regions' including the home of Magha. Nissankamalla, whom Parana-
vitana identifies as a Malaysian prince, indulges in one of his usual propa-
ganda outbursts in his slab inscription at the northern gate of the citadel
at Polonnaruva. While extolling the virtues of the Kalinga line and its
right to the kingdom of Ceylon, he states that royal princes from the non-
Buddhist regions of Cola and Kcra]a were unfit to occupy the throne of a
Buddhist country like Ceylon.P? It is evident from this that the Kalingas
considered the presence of Kera]a princes to be a threat to their power.
Secondly, the Keralas occur in association with the Colas. There is no
doubt that it is the Malabar region which is meant in this passage and it
revealsthe dangers involved in an attempt at another interpretation of the
term Kera]a on grounds of its association with Kaliilga. Thus the argu-
ments that Paranavitana adduces to prove the Malaysian origin of Magha
do not appear to be sufficiently convincing.

Paranavitana cites the story of the bringing of the Tooth Relic from
Kalinga by Danta and Hemamala as further evidence for his identification
of this region. He points out that in the Diithiiuamsa and the later Sinhalese
works Danta is said to have gone southwards from the city of Dantapura
and argues that Tamalitti from where he took ship to Ceylon could not,
therefore, be the same as Tamralipti in Bengal. He further shows that
the Da!adapiijavaliya and the Sinhalese sanne to the Diithiivamsa give Tama-
limgam and Tarnalimgamu in place of Tamalitti in the Pali original.lOO

Citing his earlier identification of Tarnalirngam with Tamralinga, Parana-
.itana maintains that, if the Kalinga that these writers had in mind was
in Eastern India, they would have been guilty of desaviiodha, geographical
inconsistency. He identifies Dantapura with a place named Tanda-
fori and situated "just south of Mergui" according to a Portuguese(?) map
of 1595.101 This would imply that the Kablga mentioned in the
Di/htivat!lsa and the later literarv works as the region from which the
Tooth Relic was brought has to be located in the southern part of
modern Thailand. It is important to note here that Paranavitana's
arguments have to be taken in a 'phenomenalist' sense; he does not
deny that the actual region from which the Tooth Relic was brought was

25

99. Ep. Zty., Vol. II, p. 159 II. 138-10.
too. Da/adapiljavaliya. (ed. Kanadulle Ratanararnsi), 1954, p. 50, Dd{ha"Il7!!Sa and Sonne edited by

AIIbba Tissa, Kelaniya, 1883, p. 81.
tOi. L. Fournereau, Le Siam Allcirrllle, Allllales du Musec Cllilllet, Vol. 27, 18l)5, pl. vi.
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the Indian Kalinga. In fact he seems to admit this was SO.102 But the
identification he proposes for the Kaliliga of Diifhiiva/!Isa contradicts
the arguments he put forward earlier to locate Kalinga in Southern
Sumatra.' 03

The presence of a Dantapura in Kalinga in Eastern India is attested
in an inscription from Purlc which records a grant of land by a certain
Maharaja Indravannan of Kalinga. It was issued from the city of Dan-
tapura in the year 149 of an unspecified era.104 The editor of the ins-
cription believes that it was probably the Ganga era, in which case the
record may be dated to the end of the ninth century.tv> He also sug-
gests the identification of Dantapura with modern Dantavaktam on the
way from Chicacole to Siddhantam. It is quite possible that this Danta-
pura was the city that the authors of the literary works had in mind when
they wrote about the bringing of the Tooth Relic. Paranavitana is right
when he says that Dantakumara is said to have fled southwards from the
city. The invasion of Ksiradhara who had earlier attacked Patali would
have obliged a fugitive fleeing from him to proceed southwards from
the city. But the DiirhiivaI:nsa adds that he crossed a river and lived on
its banks for some time after having hidden the Relic in the sand.106

Apparently, he was waiting till conditions of political turmoil abated.
Later on, he starts on hi s journey which brings him and his wife to Tam-
ralipti, Paranavitana's assertion that they "continued their journey south-
wards" finds no support in the Diithiival!lSa or the other literary works
which carry this legend. This is important as it is the point on which
Paranavitana's main argument is based. The use of the term Tamalim-
gam(u) in the other two sources does not present any obstacle against the
identification of the port of departure with Tamralipti in Bengal, as
the term has been used in other instances explicitly to denote this very
same port.U'? Further, if it was really the Tamralinga region that the
authors had in mind, it is not very likely that Dhanunakitti, who wrote
the Diirhiiva/!1sa, would have used the term Tarnalitti in preference to
Tarnbalinga which was in vogue at the time. Thus the legend of the
bringing of the Tooth Relic in Pali and Sinhalese literary works does
not seem to bear out Paranavitana's claim that the authors had a Malay-
sian region in mind when they used the term Kalinga.

102. See for instance A Concise History of Ceylon., p. 114.
103. See s"'pra p. 22.
104. Ep. Ind., Vol. XIV, pp. 360-3.
105. The Age of Imperial Kanaui, (cd, R. C. Majumdar and A.D. Pusalker), 1'164, p. 73.
106. Dtitntiuamsa, v. 305.
107. See supra, p. 14.
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The Siyabaslakara, a Sinhalese work on rhetoric based on Daudin's
Kiivyadarsa and datable to the tenth century, cites the following state-
ment as an example of poetical description inconsistent with geographical
facts: Kaliiigtt Ilelle gaja ras piri (The forests of Kalinga are teeming with
elephants.) IDS It thereby implies that elephants were not in abundance
in Kalinga, In fact, the gloss on this work, written ill about the twelfth
century, states in explanation that elephants are not as numerous in Kalinga
as they were in Aramana (Lower Burma) .109 Paranavitana argues that
the Kalinga referred to in these two works cannot be the same as the Indian
Kalillga which was well-known for its large elephants. And citing as
another argument the: fact that Aramana is mentioned in this work in
contradistinction to KaliIiga, Paranavitana concludes that "the Kalinga
known to the Sinhalese of the tenth to twelfth centuries was a region in
the northern part of the Malay Peninsula."

This is a conclusion based on the assumption that the Malay Penin-
sula was not well known for its elephants. But the impression that one
gets from works like the Lino-wai Tai-ta of Chou-chu-Ici dating from
Il78, the more well-known Chu-j(l1l-chih compiled by Chao ju-kua in
1225 and the SUlIg-shilz of T 345 on the Chinese trade in the Indian Ocean
during the later Sung period is that such an assumption would also be
inconsistent with geographical facts. These three works mention king-
doms like Tan-ma-ling, Ling-va-ssuj-chia) and Fo-lo-an on the eastern
coast of the Malay Peninsula, Jih-la-t'ing in its northern part, and the nor-
thern and eastern areas of Sumatra as important regions known for their
ivory. The last two works include Java, too, in the list. But Java lies
outside the natural range of the elephant, and it is possible, asWheatley
has suggested, that Java merely re-exported this commod iry.t'" One
could also cite the description of Qaqullah given by Ibn Battutah who
found elephants to be "numerous" in this rcgiOl'. Qs qullah, which
is described as a province under the rule of the king of Miil-jawa and on
the way to China {rom India, has been located by different scholars ill
various parts of South East Asia; but Pclliot's identification of the place
with a region 011 the west coast of the Malay Peninsula has found gencral
acceptance among scholars .112

108. Sirabas/akara, Canto, 3. v. ~2.
109. Siyabaslakara with SIIlIlIe edited by H. jayarilaka. 1<)01. p. R7.
110. Paul Wheatley. 'Geographical notes Oil some commodities involved in Sung Maritirnc trade,

Jnl.MalayanBr. ofR.A.S .• Vol. XXXII. pt. 2. 1<)5'1, See pp. 111-112; Tile Co/dell Khcrsonesr, pp.67 ..6<).
111. The Go/den Khersonese p. 226.
112. P. Pclliot, 'Bulletin critique'. r,""'g Pao, Vol. XIII, 1<)12, pp. 453 ..455.
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It is possible on the other hand that the increasing demand for ele-
phants, which became an extremely popular instrument of warfare during
this period, exhausted the supplies of Kalinga which had, in the mort
remote past, gained a reputation for its bellicose elephants. No reference:
to the elephants of Kalinga arc to be found in foreign sources after the
time of Hiuen-tsang. Moreover, it is evident from the Ciilavanisa tha
Ceylon had started importing elephants from Rarnafiiia (Lower Burma:
by the time of Parakramabahu 1.11 3 On considering the difficulties
involved in transporting elephants over a long distance by sea, it woule
seem unlikely that the Sinhalese would have brought elephants trorr
Burma, if the Kalinga region had remained as abundant a source as it hac
been earlier. This would explain the statements in the Siyobaslalear.
implying that elephants were not abundant in the forests of KaliIiga.

To support his identification of Kalinga with a region in South Easi
Asia, Paranavitana also furnishes evidence to establish that Sundaramaha-
devi, the Kalinga queen of Vikramabahu I, was born in Malaysia. H(
takes the phrase devotuuu mduda lipan which occurs in the Dirnbuliigals
inscription and compares devotunit with the Malay word duaunuatan mea-
ning 'two bridge land'. He also connects VO{H11U with Skt. vartmc
meaning 'trade route' and suggests that devotunu mdnda meant 'the land
between two trade routes.' A kingdom caIled Ch'ih-tu is mcntioncc
in the Sui-shu and the Tang annals as situated to the south of Tamraling:
and Langkasiika. Its capital bore the name Shih-tzu-cheng or 'Lior
City'.114 Paranavitana suggests that Ch'ih-t'u is a derivation from Skt
setu ('bridge' 'causeway') and identifies it with the region referred to a!
devotunu mdnda in the Dirnbulagala inscription. This would imply thai
the Kalinga region, from which Sundari came, will have to be locatec
in the Ch'ih-t'u region.

The term duawuratan. is not attested in the Malay sources as the name
of a kingdom but is only a conjectural restoration by Moms of the terrr
To-p'o-teng which occurs in certain Chinese sources.u> Evidence
available is not adequate to locate it precisely. Some have located it ir
Bali and others in the region near the Trang river in the Malay Peninsula. I I I

Various views have been put forward on the location of Ch'ih-t'u
Wheatley's location in the Malay Peninsula, immediately to the

113. c-. 76.17-21.
114. See The Golden Khersonese, pp. 26-36.
115. J. L. Moens,}III.Malaymt Br. 0{ R ..1.S., Vol. XVII, Pt. 2, pp. 22-23.
116. G. E. Gerini, Researches 011 Ptolemy's Geography of Eastern Asia, London, 1909, pp. 473, 489.
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south of Ling-ya-ssui-chia), fits in with most of the known cvi-
dence.!' 7 Evidently, a certain amount of confusion underlies the identi-
fications proposed by Paranavitana as he identifies the home of Sundari
with both To-p'o-teng and Ch'ih-t'u.U" Finally, it has to be pointed out
that the identification of Kalinga with either To-p'o-tcng or Ch'ih-t'u, and
particularly the latter, would contradict the arguments put forward earlier
by Paranavitana where he tried to convince the reader that Kaliilga should
be located to the north of Tamralinga and that it was probably situated
closeto Mergui in the northern extremity of the Malay Peninsula.

The difficulties involved in the identification of a region called de-
vottlllU miinda in Malaysia directs one's attention to Paranavitana's inter-
pretation of the term. The context of the passage suggests that it was
more an epithet of Vikramabahu than of Sundari, though the latter inter-
pretation is not impossiblc.tt? Both Bell and Wickremasinghe who
studied this record were of the opinion that the phrase in question referred
to the fact that Vikramabfihu was born of crowned parents i.e. son of a
king by the chief quccn.t-? Paranavitana rejects this interpretation
on the ground that "such an expression in an eulogy of a king does not
add anything to his prestige, for kings who were sons of crowned parents
were the rule rather than the exception." The reason that Paranavitana
gives does not seem to justify his rejection of the interpretation, for the
eulogies which occur in Sinhalese inscriptions including the record in
question refer usually to the descent of kings from the line of Okkaka
and from the Solar dynasty. These were by no means special charac-
teristicswhich marked out one king but were qualifications claimed by all
Icingsof the main Sinhalese line. On the other hand, the claim that Vikrama-
bahu was born of annointed parents would in fact have been a qualifi-
cation which brought political advantages to him. None of his rivals,
Jayabahu whom he had to fight to capture the throne of Polonnaruva,
or ManabharaI)a, Kittisirimegha and Sirivallabha who ruled over Dak-
khinadesaand Rohana in defiance of his authority, had this qualification,
The use of such a title would have been a means of demonstrating the
legitimacyof his claim to rule over the whole of Ceylon. Had the queen
indeed wanted to refer to the land of her birth, it is more likely that she

117. For a discussion on various theories on this subject, see Tile Colden Khersonese pp. 26-36.
118. This would also contradict the Ho-Iing e Kalinga equation. For To-p'o-teng is mentioned

together with, and as distinct from, Ho-ling, in the Tang annals. See Gcrini, op . cit .• p.473.
119. okcivas rajaku/cll nipan sudonti parap'lTeI' a hirugotleulen abhillll<ll'd riisirin siridinii (de)tJo!tIIIU

(...." NptJ)n vikumba nirilldu/wta agamehcsunvii ,~ajabii/It, detJayan flddil s,mdara tIIalla del/Ill va/rallSe. Ep,
Zt7., Vol. II, p. 194 JI. 1-3.

120. Ep.Zey., Vol. II, pp. 189, 1%; Cryloll Al1tiqllory, 1917, pp. 4-12.
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would have mentioned the kingdom of Kalinga like her other country~
men, without using a term which would have been unfamiliar to many
who read her inscription. And if, on these grounds, we accept the ori-
ginal translation of the record, there would be no need to look for the
home of Sundar! in the Malaysian region.

30

In a slab inscription at Polonnaruva, Nissankamalla makes a grant
of land to an official who is said to have guarded his person at Ruvandambu
and 'thence onwards' .121 Paranavitana equates Ruvandambu with
Suvarnna-javaka which is taken to be an abbreviation of Suvarnnadvipa-
Jivaka. of course, it is very unlikely that Ruvandambu was the name
of a person as Nilakanta Sastri suggested.l22 But neither of these two
terms, Suvarnnadvipa-javaka or Suvarnna-javaka, is attested in sources
dealing with the history of South East Asia. The Indian sources do not
mention ]avaka but refer to a Yavadvipa which may be its equivalent.
The Ramayatla distinguishes Suvarnnadvipa from Yavadvipa.123 The
Jivaka of the Cidavamsa was in the Malay Peninsula while according
to the Kathiisaritsagara, Suvarnnadvipa lay on the sea-route from Kataha
(Kedah) to India.124 The term Suvarnnadvipa-javaka seems, therefore,
to be an unlikely combination to denote anyone South East Asian country.
On the other hand, it is not stated in this record that Ruvandambu was
the original home of Nissankamalla or that it was outside Ceylon. It
could very well have been a place in Ceylon, like Darnbulla which is
sometimes called Rangiri Dainbulla, where the official concerned would
have saved the king from. bodily harm.

In its account of the period of political turmoil when Ceylon passed
under the sway of the Cola", the Ciilavauisa refers to a princeling called
Jagatipala from Ayojjhi who perished ill a struggle against the CoJas.125

Hultzsch suggested that he might be identified with Vira-Cal.imegan,
a king of Ceylon but originally a resident of Kannakucci, who is said to
have died under similar circumstanccs.J-> This identification was accep-
ted by Wickremasinghe and Geiger.127 Another Cola inscription, issued
by Rajendra II, also refers to a Vira-Calamcgan, king of the Kalingas
(Kaliligar-nliltl), whom Rajendra claims to have defeated in Ceylon.128

121. Ep.Zey., Vol. V, p. 205 I. A21.
122. ]CBRAS (New Series), Vol. VIII , Pt. I, 1'162, p. 137.
123. Rmv., Bombay, 1902, IV. 30. vv. 30, 31.
124. Katluisaritstigaro. London, 1924, Taran ga 123. v. 110.
125. Cv. 56. 13-5.
126. SIl., Vol. Ill, p. 52.
127. Mv .. , (rrsl), p. xxix.
128. SIl., Vol. III, p. 59.
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Paranavitana proposes to identify these three sources as referring to the
same invididual and, on the basis of this identification, he points out that
"a king who is said to have come from Ayojjha (Ayodhya) in one account,
is called the king of the Kalingas in the other." And as there is ]]0 men-
tion of a city called Ayodhy; in Kaliliga in Eastern India, he proposes to
to locate the Kalinga of this record "in Tcnnasarim, close to Lower Burma."

The only evidence that Paranavitana has of the presence of a city
called Ayodhya in Tcnnasscrim is the reference to a certain Ajota in a
legendary talc quoted by Queyroz. J 29 This seems hardly adequate.
There is, of course, the well-known city of Ayuthia; but the identifica-
tion of Ayodhy:i in the Clil,1)J(//!I5a with Ayuthia would imply the location
of Kalinga ill Thailand, to the north of the Malay Peninsula. A closer
examination of the sources would show that the two identifications basic
to Paranavitana's hypothesis do not rest on a firm foundation. The only
fact C0111mon to Jlgatipala and Vira-Cal imcgan was the similarity of
their fortunes. But these unsettled times would have seen manv others
sharing similar fortunes. The difference of their areas of origil~ and as
Hultzsch admitted, the difference of names make the identification un-
certain. In fact, in a later paper, Hultzsch withdrew his idcntification.t w

The second identification seems even less tenable. III all inscription
found at Manimangalam and dated in his zoth regnal year (1046 A.D.),
Ra}idhiraja I claims to have deprived Vira-Calamcgan and three other
kings of Ceylon, Vikramabahu, V ikrama Pandya and Sri Vallabha Maha-
raja, of their crowns and to have decapitated the P:i1.l<ha king Mana-
bharana. Vira-Calarncgan perished in battle and some members of his
family fe!\ into Cola hands.J31 Another inscription from the same area
dated in the fourth year of Rajcndra II (T055 A.D.) mentions that an army
dispatched to Ceylon by this king captured and killed the Kaliliga king
Vira-Calamcgan and took two sons of king Manabharana as prisoners;' 32

A comparison of the details of the two inscriptions makes it quite clear
that they arc not referring to the same invasion. Hence, though they
shared the same name, the king from Kannakucci whose death is recorded
in the inscription of 1046 has to be differentiated from the Kalinga ruler
who perished resisting the later invasion launched by Rajendra 11. Hence
there would be no need to look for a Kaliliga in the Malaysian region.

129. Fcrnao de Qucryroz, The Tempera! and Spiritua! Co"qrrc,t 4 Ce),[oll, VoL L (rrsl. S. G. Perera),
pp. 48-49.
130. E. Hultzsch, 'Contributions to Singhalese chronology', jRAS, 1913, pp. 517-531.
131. SIl.. Vol. III, p. 56.
132. S11., Vol. Ill, p, 59.
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Finally, we may consider the passage from the Vinayiirthasamuccaya,
a sub-commentary on the Vinaya Pitaka, that Paranavitana cites in sup-
port of his attempt to locate Kalinga in the Malay Peninsula. While com-
menting on the phrase milakkhabhiisii, 'barbarian languages', this work
cites Dcma]a and Ijjavaka (var. Jjivaka) as examples. Then the author
proceeds to explain Andharata or Andha country in a passage which
could be translated either as "Andha country is the same as Tarnalimgamu
country and the Tjjavaka country" or as "Andha country is the same as
Tamalimgamu country which is also called the Ijjavaka country." 133

Paranavitana cites this statement to prove that Andharata was a Malay-
sian region to the learned men of Ceylon in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. But it is also possible that Medhankara, the forest-dwelling
monk who wrote the Vinayarthasamuccaya in tl:c latter half of the twelfth
century or in the early part of the thirteenth century, was at a loss to
explain Andha which had by this time given way to the term Vengi,
and confused it with the regions with which Ceylon had come into i

contact in his time. Further, even if we concede Paranavitana's inter-
pretation of the passage it would only imply the presence of a region
called Andha in the Malay Peninsula and is too flimsy a basis for his
theory on the identification of Kalinga. It is noteworthy, however, that
the passage raises the possibilitv of the prevalence of contact between
Ceylon and the Malay Peninsula, even before the invasion of Candra-
bhanu.

It should be evident from the discussion in the preceding paragraphs
that the evidence that Paranavitana presents does not necessarily prove
his contention that the term Kalinga was used by the Sinhalese literati
in the period between the tenth and the thirteenth century to denote a
Malaysian region. Further his thesis depends to a large extent on the
assumption that there was a South East Asian kingdom known by this
name, Chinese sources refer to a region called Ho-ling during the period
from 640 to 818 A.D. Of these sources, the SU1zg-kao-seng-chHa11 uses the
term Po-ling with a note that the region is also called Ho-Iing.t= It
was Mayers who first suggested in 1876 that the Indian name Kalinga
might be recognized in the term Ho-ling.

133. Villayarll.asaml/ccaya, (Manuscripts at Dhamma yuktikjirama, Vigada, Bemmulla.] folio eh,," .
.'IlId!mrar" Il<1mIillllali';ga rata ijjiivak,' (var. iiiivaka) tram ratavi,

134. Proeted;trgs of lire First 1"'e",,,I;o,,,,1 Conference Seminar of Tamil Studies, Kuala Lampur, 1966,
pp. 58-59.
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Sincethat time, this identification was accepted without guestion by
such savants like Takakusu, Chavannes, Pelliot and Coedes and found
its way into text books. This Ho-ling= Kalinga eguation formed the
mainprop on which hypotheses on the emigration of the people of Kalinga
to South East Asia and the foundation of a new kingdom of Kalinga were
based.135 Even if this interpretation of the term were to be accepted,
it is important to note that the term does not find mention after about
818-820 A.D. Hence there is absolutely no evidence on the existence
of a kingdom by the name Kalinga in South East Asia in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries when the Kaliliga dynasty was ruling over Ceylon.

More recently, the lately lamented Louis-Charles Damais pointed out,
aftera deep and painstaking study of the problem ofHo-ling, tha t the Indian
termKalinga is usually transli tera ted in Chinese works as Kia-ling-k'i e(-k' ia),
Kie-ling-kie(-k'ia) or Ko-ling-k'ie(-k'ia), all being renderings into Chinese
.of all the three syllables of the name. Damais has convincingly proved
that on consideration of the number of syllables, the value usually attached
to the £irst of the Chinese characters and the existence of a variant term
Po-ling, the Ho-ling = Kalinga equation is untenable. He suggests, on
~e other hand, that Ho-ling was most probably the transliteration of
Walain, the 1/01/1 du Palais (ka~/aflul1l) of a royal family which ruled over
the Ratu Baka plateau in Java from the seventh till about the middle of
the ninth century, roughly the same period in which Ho-ling finds men-
tion in the Chinese sources. 1 36 Yutaka Iwamoto, another scholar
who has studied this problem, has also rejected the He-ling = Kalinga
equation as unacceptable. He believes that Ho-ling represents the
Chinese rendering of the term Sailendra.137 The interpretation that
Damias put forward has found greater acceptance among scholars and
Coedes,one of the exponents of the earlier theory, has revised the latest
edition of his well-known work on the history of South East Asia accor-

135. "On est d'accord pour considerer le 1101ll du Ho-ling COIllIllC uuc equivalem de Kalitiga. et
I'one~blit volontiers UII rapport entre I'apparition d'uu Etat de cc 1I01ll dans Ie mers du Slid au milieu
du viie siecle, er les conquetcs des souvcrains hindous Pulakecin II ct Harsha, dans lc Kalin ga sur la
c6teorienta1e de l'inde vers la merne opoque, Ces conqueres auraient provoque, cornrne precedemmcnr
eellesdes Indo-Scythes et de Samudragupta, un cxode verse l'Inde exterieure ou des 'princes en exile'
auraient fonde aJava (ou sur la Peninsule) un nouveau Kalinga". G. Coedes, Les etats hindouises d' /ndo-
diM et d'lndonesie, Paris, 1948, pp. 137-138.

136. Louis-Charles Damais, 'Etudes Sino-lndonesiennes : Ill. La transcription Chinoisc Ho-ling
comme designation de java', BEFEO, Tome LIl, Fasc. 1. 1964, pp. 93-141.

137. Yutaka Iwamoto, 'On the Ho-ling Kingdom', Proceedings of the First International Conterence
&min., qf Tamil Studies, Kuala Lam pl", 1966, pp. SH-66.
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dingly.138 Thus it would seem that research by Damais and Iwamoto
has removed the main basis on which Paranavitana's identifications had
been founded; and hence his Kalinga theory will have to be rejected.

Professor Paranavitana devotes four chapters in his Ceylotl and Malay-
sia to an attempt to establish that the relations between the two regions
can be traced back to the earliest times. He would have us believe that;
this relationship led to the extension of the suzerainty of Ceylon over a'
Malays-ian kingdom and to the foundation of the ruling house of Sri Vijaya
by a scion of the Sinhalese royal family. According to him the relations
between the two royal families were so close that they joined forces at
certain times to play a decisive role in the politics of South and South
East Asia.

An example of the type of argumentation that Paranavitana utilises
to prove his theses is the interpretation that he gives to the term para-
samudda. A story in the Mahdvamsa concerning the warrior Siiranimala
refers to a Brahmans at Anuradhapura who had in his possession samudda-
parabha1J4iini.139 Geiger translated the term as 'merchandise from
overseas'. The author of the Vamsatthappaledsini, while commenting on
the passage, adds that the merchandise included sandalwood and camphor. 140

Paranavitana identifies samuddapiira as a term denoting South Eas-
Asian regions on the plea that sandalwood and camphor were well-
known products of this region. But it is also possible that both the Maha-
vamsa and the Vaf!1satthappakiisini are using the term in its literal sense and
that the latter is merely giving examples of merchandise imported to the
Island. The manner in which the commentator equates samuddapdra with its
inverted formpiirasamudda also supports this explanation. However, Parana-
vitana assumes that the evidence he has cited is adequate to identify pdra-
samudda with Malaysia when it occurs again in a story in the Papancasudanij141

but the same story occurs in other works with pdrasamudda having been
replaced with Jambudipa.t 42

138. Compare n. 135 with Les etats .... Paris, 1%4. Coedes drops the earlier pamge and adds
with reference to Ho-ling," .... le royaume de Walaing dont le nom, suivant L. C. Darnais, a routes
chances d'etre a l'origine du 110m chinois , ... " p. 151.

139. Mv. 23. 24.
140. -,amuddapar~ bha~{lanfti kappuracandarlt'id'in; parnsam"ddabha~n;. Vap. p. 449.
141. Papancasildani, (P. T. S.), Vol. V, p. 75.
142. Dharmapradipilui, p. 98. Karmavibhcigaya, (ed. Mada-uyangoq.a Virnalaktrri and NlI.hinne

Sominda), Colombo, 1961, p. 61.
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Paranavitana proposes a new interpretation of the Perimiyankulam
inscription of Vasabha to obtain more eVidence of close relations between
Ceylon and Malaysia in early times. This inscription records a bene-
faction made by a certain Naka who describes himself as the navaka of
a personage called Ayi Sayi. In the original paper where he edited this
inscription, Paranavitana equated the term navaka with Skt, jfiapaka
which occurs in the Pahcatantra as the title of a royal official. And, fol-
lowingMonier Williams, he translated it into English as 'master of requests'.
Ayi, Paranavitana pointed out, is the princely title commonly found in
Sinhaleseinscriptions, and as to the name Sayi, he suggested the possi-
bility of it being derived from S:ita, Sati or Svati.l43

35

In his Ceylon and Malaysia, where he sets out to prove a close relation-
Shipbetween the two regions, Paranavitana follows a different method
of explanation. He reads nauaka as a variant form of navika, 'mariner'.
And Ayi Sayi is identified with Aji Saka, the legendary founder of the
Javanese kingdom who brought civilization to that land. He accept'S
P.C. Bagchi's hypothesis that Aji Saka was a prince of Scythian descent
from the western part of Indial44 and concludes that the inscription
recordsthe fact that it was a Sinhalese mariner who transported him on
his journey to Java.

This example is interesting as it illustrates some of the techniques that

l
Paranavitanaadopts in his book to arrive at very important conclusions. In
chis instance the basis of his conclusion is the alleged identity of the two
IiIJII.eS Ayi Sayi and Aji Saka. The historicity of Aji Saka and the validity

I af'the legends about him for purposes of historical reconstruction are
r ICceptedwithout question. The Javanese legends which mention Aji
ia.b have been written down only in comparatively recent times. The
~&rliestdefinite reference to this figure is in the Chinese annals of the fif-
~tlenth century which quote the legends. Moreover, there are many
t ftriations of these legends. According to some, Aji Saka was the first
"Iing. But according to others, Basu Keti was the first king while Aji

,. is mentioned as the tenth king and is dated to a period as late as the
: 1002 of the Javanese era. Meanwhile lists of kings from Sumenap,
. and the eastern parts of Java start the line with Tritresa and do not

to Aji Saka at all.w An examination of the legendary material

}CBRAS (New Series), Vol. V, PI. 2, 1958, PP, 129-137.
A Comprthtruivt History of India. (ed, K. A. Nilakanta Sastri), p. 772.
Thomas Stanford Raffles, Tht Hislory of [av«, London. 1817, Vol. II, pp. /i ..!L
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on Aji Saka reveals that they do not provide adequate evidence to esta-
blish the historicity of this personage or to warrant his identification with
the individual mentioned in the Sinhalese inscription.

In the next stage of the development his theory, Paranavitana cites
the term malayaraja which occurs several times in the Ciilavamsa to argue
for the expansion of Sinhalese suzerainty over the Malay peninsula. The
term occurs for the first time in the account of the reign of Silakala (518-
531 A.D.), who is said to have invested his son Darhapabhuti with the
title l1lalayar~jagga and placed him in the Dakkhinadesa, entrusting him
with the task of 'protecting the ocean' (rakkha~1Cittha/!1 samllddassa).l46
Aggabodhi I (571-604) appointed his nephew to the position of malaya-
raja and gave him his daughter in marriage. Later on this prince who was
also called Aggabodhi rose to the rank of mahadipada and eventually suc-
ceeded his uncle as king.147 Moggallana III (614-619) conferred this
title on the general who helped him to usurp the throne.t+' The malaya-
raja at the time of Aggabodhi IV (667-683) is mentioned in the Ciila .•
vamsa as a wealthy patron of Buddhism who built a relic-house at the
monastery of Mandalagiri.l+? Kassapa V (9I4-923) had his son Sid-
dhattha appointed to this position and, on the death of this prince, his
revenues were assigned to an alms-hall built in his memory. Iso The malaya-
raja under Sena III (938-946) was a minister called Aggabodhi.151 In the
reign of Parakramabahu I it was the commander of the Tamil merce-
naries who had been assigned this title.1s2

Paranavitana identifies malaya in these instances as denoting the Malay
Peninsula and proposes two interpretations for the term malayarajagga.
Firstly, he suggests that the term was derived from the Sinhalese malaya-
raja-ga, 'going to the kingdom of Malaya', and interprets the passage as
implying that Dathapabhuti was placed in charge of communications
between Ceylon and the Malay Peninsula. The second interpretation
that Paranavitana suggests is that Dathapabhuti "received this designation
as the ruler, de facto or titular, of a region in the Malay Peninsula, over
which the Sinhalese king(s) claimed sovereignty." The dual interpre .•
tation that Paranavitana puts forward is an indication of the difficulties
that he is faced with. It is evident from the instances cited above that

146. Cv. 41.35.
147. Cv. 42. 6, 10.
148. Cv. 44. 43.
149. Cv. 46. 29.
ISO. Cv. 52. 68-69.
151. Cv. 53. 36.
152. Cv. 69. 6.
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the title malayaraja was current in Ceylon from the reign of Silakfila to
that of Parakramabahu 1. Some of the princes who bore this title ruled
over parts of the Island as provincial rulers and succeeded to the throne
of Anuradhapura. In such instances, as in the case of the l1lalayaraja of
the reign of Aggabodhi IV, he cites the first interpretation while in cer-
tainother instances, as in the case of Siddhattha, he tries to maintain that
themalayar~ja enjoyed deIacto authority over a part of the Malay Peninsula.

On examining the context of the passage recording the conferment
ofthetitle nzalayarajagga on Darhapabhuti, it is evident that the two strophes
immediately preceding this passage mention Moggallana, the eldest SOil

ofSi!akala, as having been invested with the rank of adipada and assigned
to administer the Eastern Province (ZJilrattlzimal!! dCSt1/!l).I 53 If it was
ie first of Paranavitana's interpretations that was really meant by the.m malayarajagga, it is not very likely that the incumbent of this office

. would be appointed to rule over the Dakkhinadesa while some other

.p:rson was placed in charge of the Eastern Province. For the eastern
coast,as Paranavitana himself states, would have naturally been the most
_portant area for communications with South East Asia. Further, this

.~,well as the other hypothesis about Sinhalese princes ruling over a king-
:.~~ in the Malay Peninsula, or at least claiming suzerainty over it,
. ~nds on the meaning one attaches to the word malaya. One has also
..~.....consider the other possibility, which appears to be more likely from
',t~contexts cited above, that malava could connote the mountainous
\-,.ons of central Ceylon. Moreover even if it is presumed that malava
'; the Culavatrlsa denoted Malayadvipa, this region will have to be loca-

, as Sir Roland Braddell has convincingly shown, 154 in Sumatra and
. in the Malay Peninsula as Paranavitana seems to presume. Mo-lo-yu,
:phonetical. equivale.nt of the term, is also used in t~e Chinese annals

. ~enote a kmgdom In Southern Sumatra.t-> And 111 the absence of
evidencein either Malaya or Sumatra to support Sinhalese rule over

areas, it would be more advisable to identify malava in the title
j yariija as denoting the hilly region of central Ceylon.,
~;Paranavitana uses this variant interpretation of malaya in another
... ee to argue for the prevalence of close relations between Ceylon
·Malaysia. The Cklavamsa refers to Sena I (833-853), whose army

Cv. 41. 33-4.
Roland Braddell, 'Malayadvipa: a study in early Indianization', Tllf Malavan [ournal (If

Gtograpky, Vol. IX, 1956, pp. 1-20.
See TIlt Golden Khersonese, pp. 41-3, 54.
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was routed by the Pandya king who invaded Ceylon, as having fled from
Anuradhapura, heading for Malaya (malayiibhimukha,!l). Subsequently,
he is found staying at the 'confluence of the two rivers' (gatigadt1ayamukha),
evidently a place on the way to the Malaya region, after posting guards
'at various places along the high way'. 1 56 Geiger identified gati,!?a-
dvay amuleha with the confluence of the Amban and Mahavali rivers .!57

Paranavitana argues that even if Geiger's identification is accepted, this
place would be out of the way for one who was going to the Malaya
highlands. He proposes to identify gangiid!'ayamukha with the delta of
the river Mahavali in Trincomalee and suggests that it was the Malay
Peninsula that Sena was heading for. This docs not seem to be a very
strong argument. For a person who followed the banks of the river
Mahavali, along which a part of the well-known highway from Anuriidha-
pura to Mahagarna also lay, would have easily reached the jungle-covered
foot-hills of the Malaya region. In fact, the author of the Mahiivamsa
states that Dutrhag irnanl cleared the stretch of road through the Malaya
region as a part of the preparations he made to attack the Tamil strong-
holds in the Rajaratrha .•5~ It is thus clear that Sena, if he was going to
the Malaya highlands, could have taken this well-known route. The
statement in the CnlaVIlI!1S{1 which refers to Scna posting guards along
the highway (lIlahiilllagga) would also support such an interpretation.

In addition to adducing new variant interpretations of the material
111 the chronicles, Paranavitana draws evidence from certain inscriptions
to support his hypotheses. An inscription from Tissamahararna, dated
by Eduard Muller who edited it to about the fifth century, refers to two
rulers: Budadasa Taripali Mahanamika Je!atisa Maharaja Apaya and
Mahida Mahasena Tavakabaya Maharaja. It is evidently the latter who
issued this inscription as he is mentioned in the first pcrson. The inscrip-
tion records a donation on behalf of the other king who is referred to as
'our diademed lord' (apa cudi parumaka). Both bear the title mahoraia
apaya usually associated with the sovereign ruler of the Island .•~9

Paranavitana reads the phrase tavakabiiya as tavalcaboya. He derives
tav alea from Javaka, supporting his contention by pointing out that Savaka
is the Tamil equivalent of Javaka, and giving instances of sa> ta change in

156. Cv. 50. 20. 37.
157. Cv., (tral), Vul. t. p. 141.11. 3.

158. M". 25. 5.
159. Eduard Muller. Allcittll lnsaiptions ill Ceylon, London. Hlli3. pro 76-77.
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Sinhalese. He connects boya with bhoja, meaning 'possessor' or 'ruler'.
He thereby identifies Mahida Mahasena as a king of Jivaka who accepted
the suzerainty of the king of Ceylon.

Here it is necessary to remind ourselves that the weighty conclusion
that Paranavitana draws on the extension of the sovereignty of the Sinha-
leserulers over a Malayan kingdom is absolutely unsupported by evidence
from South East Asia. It rests entirely on the highly suspect interpre-
tation of the term tavaka which is not attested anywhere else in the sense
of Javab. This is too flimsy and uncertain a piece of evidence to sup-
port such a weighty conclusion. On the other hand, Budadasa Taripali
Mahanamikajetatisa in an inscription from Monaragala has been identi-
fied with Mahanarna (410-432).160 Buddhaghosa refers to him in his
commentaries as Sirinivasa and Siriku44a.161 The king who issued
the inscription could have been a descendant of Mahanama who con-
tinuedto rule over Rohana after Anuradliapura had passed under Dravidian
occupation.

All inscription from Vcherakema in the Panama Pattu of the Amparai
Districtmentions a certain Vahaka Maharaja who built a caitya and made
an endowment in its favour. Paranavitana who originally edited this
record dated it to the seventh century.w- Veherakema is situated in
the old principality of Rohana where the rule of Anuradhapura was not
alwayseffective. Usually Rohana declared its political independence in
timesof political turmoil; it was also the centre of resistance against foreign
rule. It was probably on consideration of these facts that Paranavitana
suggestedin his introduction to the edition of the inscription that Vahaka
should be identified as a prince "who, in the unsettled political condi-
eiocts which prevailed at Anuradhapura during the greater part of the
seventhcentury, set up himself as an independent sovereign of Rohana."
e

,.' In his Ceylon and Malaysia, Paranavitana proposes to set aside this
,jausible explanation that he himself put forward and to interpret this
, . iption as providing further evidence for his theories of closer rcla-

with Malaysia. Against his previous view, he argues, "is the fact
neither in historical works nor in epigraphy has the name 'Vaha' or

" or its equivalent in Pali, been met with." But later on in the
; sameparagraph Paranavitana admits that the Sinhalese form of the

Cq. Jill. ~rsc, See. G., VoL II. p. 18.
S-",apasc'iJika, (P.T.S.), VoL VII, 1947, p. 1415.
q.Zty" VoL IV, pp. 142-143.
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name Vasabha occurs as Vahaba in some inscriptions and as Vahayaha
in the genitive singular in the Vallipuram gold plate, "indicating that
Vahaba had a variant form Valla or Vahaya." But he maintains that the
name went out of vogue after the time of Vasabha (65-109). After
rejecting his earler interpretation on these grounds, Paranavitana proceeds
to identify Vahaka with the name of an island, given as Vna in Varaha-
mihira's Vrhat-saI!Jhita and as Varusaka in the Maiijusrillliilakalpa.163

He points out that the terms Vahadii and Vahadipa find mention in a
later period.IM Varusakadvipa has been identified by Majumdar as a
name for Baros in Sumatra.tv> This interpretation implies that the
Veherakema inscription records an instance of a ruler of a state in Malaysia
patronising the Buddhist st1Iigha in Ceylon.

Paranavitana does not sound convincing when he argues for the
rejection of his earlier interpretation of the record. On considering that
two variant forms of the name Vasabha were being used even during the
reign of the king of Anuradhapura who bore this name, it is difficult to
deny the possibility of the use of a third variant form at a later period,
Similarly, the absence of the incidence of this name in sources preserved till
modern times is not a necessary indication of its having gone out of vogue
by the seventh century. On the other hand, if the term Vahaka in this
record is understood as connoting the name of the country over which
the king ruled, it would imply that the name of the king does not find
mention in it, This would be most unusual. It would also raise the
question as to how a ki ng of a Malaysian state came to have the right to
grant four karisas of fields in Ceylon, In records found in Bengal and the
Corornandel coast where kings of Sri Vijaya make grants of a similar
type, they state in great detail not only their name and line of descent
but also the means by which they acquired the rights over the land they
granted. 1M On considering these difficulties, it seems more probable that
Vahaka was a Sinhalese king who ruled Rohana as Paranavitana originally
surmised.

Paranavitana cites an important piece of evidence from a yet un-
published record from Madirigiriya. According to him, the record is
in a badly weathered condition. He dates it to the eleventh century and
quotes "1 passage from it which reads maleuii agboyii arale sayura yavalearen

163. Vrh,lISalll"ilii, (ed, H. Kern), Calcutta, 1905, p. 89; Maii;u.;,jtllli/aka/pa. (ed. Gopinath Rao),
Trivandrum, p. 332.

164. J-:p.Zry., Vol. I., p. 49 1. 47; Cv. 48. 65; 49. 38, 76.
16:;. R. C. Majumdar, SlIva,,'!ladvipa, Dacca, 1937, Pt. !, p. 75.
166. Ep.lnd., Vol. XVII, pp. 310-327; Vol. XXII, pp. 213-266.
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pot lIiifli and translates it as "the mariners arriving from Yavakara (the
coast of Jivab) of the sea protected by Malena Agboy." Paranavitana
draws two important conclusions from this evidence: firstly that it points
to the existence of maritime relations between Ceylon and the Javaka
country. As pointed cut earlier, such a possibility is, of course, quite likely.
Secondly, he states that it proves that "the dign itary whose duty it was to
protect the so was given the designation of Malayaraja." One Dl1y not
doubt the reading of the inscription that Paranavitana Jus given; but, un-
fortunately, the record is not yet published for one to be certain of it. One
wishesthe text and a photograph of this important inscription had been given
in the appendix of Paranavitana' s book. Even if one were to rely on the sole
authority of Paranavitana for the text of th is inscri ption , one could q ucs-
tion the validity and the adequacy of this evidence for his second con-
dusion. It has already been pointed out ill an earlier context that it is
very unlikely that Darh.ipabhuti, who was invested with the rank of IIW!(/YC-

;~aby Silikala, had been placed in charge of communications with the
Malayan regions. Further, even if we accept the present reading of the

iption, it would be difficult to presume that the term Malaya denoted
Malay Peninsula, if it was the same area (Jivaka coast) that was dcno-
by the term Yava, Paranavitana tries to get over this difiiculty by
esting that the two terms were synonymous. Even if this were so,
not very likely that two such variant forms would be used in the same

ce of an inscription. Hence it seems more advisable to interpret
- as denoting a ruler of the Malaya highlands. And the fact that

such official was placed in charge of the 'protection of the ocean' docs
..necessarily mean that this \V:lS the duty expected of all ofhcials who
, this title.

An inscription from Mayilagastota in Rohana is also cited by Parana-
a as containing information !JCaring on the interpretation of the
malayaraja. It was issued by Ap~ Mihindu who lias been identified
n of Kasyapa V (9I4-923). The lines A23-2S of this record were

, byWickrcmasinghc who edited it as !v1(/h(/f!c!t(,i" l/(/kii!ti (dam) rad pa
(valtll4 povas) tamii (hiri; lIc!a)tis(/ pirivcu, Some of his readings were
ul and were as such indicated within brackcts.lv? Paranavitana

a new reading of a part of this phrase as diu!« r(/d l'ilY(/l'"ra vadna
tama kiini and translates it as stating that U<Ja Tisa pirivcna was built
- Mihindu "on account of(hi5) brother who makes the royal lineage
:vato increase." He traces the derivation of the term Dava to Java.
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"The words would be appropriate," Paranavitana comments, "to the
case of a Sinhalese prince espousing an heiress of the Javaka family, and
being accepted as the king of the region over which the family ruled."
He proceeds to identify this personage with Siddhattha, the other son of
Kassapa V, who, according to the Culavamsa, was appointed to the posi-
tion of Malayaraja.

Paranavitana draws further evidence for his hypothesis from the
Sundarivrttiinta, one of the documents he claims to have extracted from
the interlinear writing on the Abhayagiri inscription mentioned earlier.
According to this work, a Maharaja of Jivaka, Gunarnnava by name and
belonging to a line of rulers founded by a certain Siddhattha, was defeated
by a Cambodian prince and was forced to flee to Ceylon. At this time
a king called Sena was ruling over Ceylon with a yuvariija called Mahendra. ,
Mahendra led an expedition to help Gunamnava and succeeded in res-
toring Suvarnnapura to him. The Sinhalese prince was rewarded for
his role ofliberator with the hand of Sundari, the grand-daughter of GUl).a-

rnnava, Paranavitana identifies Suvarnnapura, which is also referred
to as Suvarnnajavapura in these records, as a reference to the Sri Vijaya
empire; Siddhattha, the founder of the Sri Vijaya ruling house, with Sid-
dhattha, the son of Kassapa V who was appointed malavard]a; Sena with
Sena IV (954-956); Mahendra with the yuvaraja who later became king
as Mahinds IV; Sund iri with the princess from Kalinga that Mahinda IV
espoused168 and the king of Karnboja who reigned at the time of the
defeat of Sri Vijaya with Rajendravarman. He refrains from identifying
the emperor of Sri Vijaya.

The identifications that Paranavitana makes would imply that the
powerful dynasty which ruled over the Sri Vijaya empire was founded
by a member of the Sinhalese royal family and that close relations were
maintained between the two ruling houses. The account in the Sundari-
vtttdnta, if accepted, also points to the military power of Ceylon in the
time of Sena IV and to the personal capability of Mahinda IV to have
intervened in South East Asian politics and to have defeated the Cam-
bodian forces to restore the emperor of Sri Vijaya to his throne.

168. ell. 54.9-10.
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These identifications seem to raise problems as weighty as the conclu-
sionsthat Paranavitana draws from them. Firstly, the interpretation of
theMayilagastota inscription that Paranavitana gives is based on the assump-
tion that two variant terms, Malaya and Dava (Javaka), were used to con-
notethe very same place. As has been pointed out earlier, Paranavitana's
arguments are not sufficiently convincing to make one believe that the
two terms were synonymous. Further, his new reading on which the
whole interpretation is based is open to serious objection. The line
A24 is too defective to enable one to determine precisely which of the
two readings, dam or dava, is acceptable. But it is quite clear that A26
readspo and not ba. There is a marked difference between this character
and the form ba which occurs in lines A7, B6 and B7. Paranavitana
himselfadmits the difficulties regarding the reading of this character in
afootnote.169 This is significant as this letter, or the word meaning 'brother'
asParanavitana reads it, is crucial to the whole interpretation.

, The identifications that Paranavitana makes would also imply that
Kassapa V was in a position to appoint one of his sons to rule over a South
~t Asian kingdom. If this were so, it is not likely that the Ciilavamsa
~ould have dismissed the incident with a single stanza. The chronicler
a,msideredKassapa V to be a model king, compared him to Kuvera and
Brhaspati and devoted ten strophes to a description of the ill-fated expedi-
tion he sent to India to support a Pandya king against the Colas.

, (jMahinda IV did indeed succeed in defeating the forces of the Carn-
~an king and winning for the king of Sri Vijaya the throne he had
~t. as it is claimed in the Sundarivrttiinta, it is difficult to imagine why
., author of the Cidavamsa, who was by no means biased against him,
"~ to mention this episode which should have appeared to him. as one
,i'the most glorious in the annals of the Island.
,

;'j;" '

,~LThe genealogical information in the Sundarivrttiinta, when collated
. the information in the Ciilavamsa and the Sinhalese inscriptions,

" discrepancies which, too, throw doubt on the identifications that
:vitanahas made. The following genealogical table could be prc-
from the information in these sources:
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I
Gunarnnava

1 ,
Gunavati-« Sri Mara

I
Sundari
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I
Udaya IV

-.----- _.._._ ..

I
Kassapa IV

I------r
Deva= Udaya III

Adipada Kassapa
1 - _

1
Sena II

I
I

Kassapa V =-cc Deva
1

Siddhattha
I

There are two hypotheses about the descent of Mahinda IV. Some
believe that he was a son of Kassapa V while others hold that he was a
son of Udaya III. It should be clear from this table that whichever hy-
pothesis is accepted, Sundari should have lived about four generations
after Mahinda IV. Hence the possibility of a marriage between
them or of their having been contemporaries does not seem likely.

The identification of Sundari with the Kaliriga gueen of Mahinda
IV is based on the assumption, proved to be unwarranted in the earlie
part of this essay, that Kalinga in the Cidavamsa denotes a Malaysian
region. Objections may be raised against this identification on other
grounds as well. Paranavitana himself seems to have been aware of these
difficulties though he does not specifically say so. In a pillar inscription .
from Polonnaruva, a certain Maharaja Sirisaiigbo refers to himself as a •
son of King Mihind and his gueen Sanga and also says that he was 'the
pinnacle of the Kalinga clan' (kaWigu kulakot)!70. Paranavitana, who
edited this inscription, identified Maharaja Sirisaiigbo with Mahinda V, .
the son of Mahinda IV. It is evident from this inscription that the mother
of Mahinda V, through whom he claimed descent from the Kalinga family,

170. Ep.Zey_, Vol. IV, p. 64, II.A18-19.
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';Jrtas Saiiga (Sangha) and in the circumstances it would not be possible to
;~tify the Kalinga queen of Mahinda IV with the princess about whom
jbe Sundarfv[tfiil1ta is said to have been written .

v..

(.J To get over this difficulty, Paranavitana adopts a new line of inter-
. tation. He suggests tha: the term kaldigu Iwlakot "is more likely to
c ve referred to Mahinda IV himself, than to l-is son Mahinda V." In
• port of this suggestion he points out that Udava IV, the maternal uncle
. MahindaIV, refers to his mother as Sarnuda- gon. The term Samuda,

anavitana argues, is derived from Samudra, a name for Sumatra.
the basis of this interpretation, Paranavitana suggests that Udaya IV
born of a princess from Sumatra. If this line of argument is accepted,

Udaya IV and Mahinda IV would be connected through matrilineal
t with the royal family of Sumatra.

'1

\ However, there are, as in the case of the other arguments discussed
.ier, serious difficulties about attributing the title kaliilgllkulakot in the
. nnaruva inscription to Mahinda IV. In not a single of the numerous

iptions of Mahinda IV does one find a reference to his belonging
ItheKalinga clan. Nor has Udaya IV been described as such. It is
/the Badulla inscription that Udaya IV mentions that Samuda gOIl biso
. was his mother. I 71 The term gOIl biso radna, like in the case of
Jgon riijna in another contemporary record, seems to denote the chief

. .172 Samuda, like Dev, was more probably a personal name,
. edfrom Sanskrit Samudra, rather than a term indicating the country
,~in. The name Samuda is too flimsv a piece of evidence to postulate

iage alliance between the ruling houses of Sumatra and Ceylon.

Paranavitana presents evidence from another work he claims to have
. vered recently, the Parampariipustalea, which, if accepted, would

. y alter our understanding of the history of the period between the
L of Mahinda V and Vijayabahu I. According to this work, princes
,yIon worked ill close collaboration with the kings of Sri Vijaya
• the power of the Colas whose rise brought about in its wake the
findependence and sovereignty of both these kingdoms, at least
.Short period. The two royal families were linked by marriage.
~a Mira, identified by Paranavitana as Maravijavottungavarman,

ied a daughter of Mahinda IV and Sangrarna and Samara who
I the throne subsequently were the issues of this union.
Jp-Zty., Vol. V, p. 185. II.A 7-8.
Bp.Zty., Vol. III. p. 222 ll. B4-5.
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According to the Parampardpustaka, king Sangrarna was in Ceylon at
the time Rajendra captured Mahinda V. He went back to Suvarnnapura
with Kasyapa, the son of Sena V. Paranavitana surmises tha, he would
have been involved in the defence of the Island against the Colas. As
soon as he had expelled Tamil forces from Sri Vijaya, Sangrarna was
back in Ceylon. Kasyapa had returned earlier and was living in the
Malava highlands. The Sri Vijaya forces drove out the Colas from Ceylon.
The Anuradbapura kingdom was given over to Kasvapa, Mahatittha to
his brother Sena , while the Rohana kingdom ~as placed under Maudgal- ,
yiiyana, Kasyapa's son. Fvidently, the king of Sri Vijaya came to Ceylon
fora third time when Mahendra, son ofSena, was on the throne of Anura-
dhapura. The two monarchs collaborated in organizing a successful
campaign to place their protege, Sundara Pandya, on the PaJ?4ya throne.
T he resultant alliance of the three kingdoms was cemented by mar: iage.
Sundara Pandva married a daughter of Mahendra while the latter him-
self married a daughter of tne king of Sri Vijaya. According to Parana-
vitana, the 8 ~t'l chapter of the Porampardpustaka is devoted to a descrip-
tion of a signal achievement of this ti iple alliance. It reports how Mana-
bharana, son of Samara, successfully collaborated with Mahendra and
Sundara Pandya in supporting the claims of Kulottunga to the Cola throne.

The information in the Parampardpustal:a would imply that the Colas
did not succeed in maintaining a hold over the kingdom of Rajaratrha
for seventy eight yearsl73 as hitherto believed. It also implies that the
lands round the Bay of Bengal which were adversely affected by the rise
of the Cola power united against (he Cola so succersfully that they
placed their own nominee on the throne of the Cola kingdom. This
impressive achievement was due to a large extent to the initiative of
the king of Sri Vijaya.

This information, however, contradicts the evidence in the chronicles
of Ceylon. To the authors of the Ciilavamsa and the Piijavaliya as well
as to the later chroniclers, Vijayabahu I was the hero who liberated
Ceylon after a sustained struggle lasting <l long period. But the Param-
pariipustalea would have us believe that Vijayabahu became the king of
the whole Island by deposing Kasyapa long after the Colas had been
driven away. The Ciilavamsa mentions an embassy that Vijayabahu
sent to the king of Burma and the subseguent arrival of ships from Burma

173. 9':12-1070 A.D. The Pujav"liYiI, however, refers to eighty-six years of Dravidian rule. Piv.
p. 105.
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.:',hringing various items of merchandise to Rohana.U+ Paranavitana
, iaIgues that the reference to the arrival of ships occurs in the chronicle
.' "'ecause there had not been any such contact for a long, period. On the

basis of this assumption he surmises that the fleet of rile Sri Vijaya empire
. ~uld have blockaded Vijayabahu's territory in retaliation for his antago-
um towards their allies in Rajarattha. Paranavitana proceeds to cite
a reference in the Parampatiipustalea to a certain Siiryanarayana, a prince
from the Sri Vijaya kingdom who unsuccessfully fought against Vijaya-
bihu and was later reconciled with him. Subsequently, this prince became
the Maharaja of Sri Vijaya and gave his daughter Tilokasundari in mar-
riage to Vijayabahu. Paranavitana identifies this princess with Tiloka-
sundari mentioned in the Ciilauamsa as the princess from Kalin~a that
YijayabahU cspouscd.U> Needless to say, the reference in the chronicle
to ships from Burma is too Himsly a basis for the conclusion that Parana-
vitana draws. The problem of Kalinga has been discussed earlier. It
should suffice to point out here that the evidence in both the cpigraphical
sources and the chronicles point to the presence of a Humber of indepcn-
den: chieftains prior to the accession of Vijavabahu. Hence it would be
difficult to explain why Mahendra, the father of Kasvapa, was not able to
suppress these refractory elements and bring the whole Island under
his frrm authority if he was powerful enough to launch invasions to India
and place his nominees on the thrones of the Pandya and Cola kingdoms.

In not one of his many inscriptions docs Kulortunga Cola refer to
any aid he received from the Sri Vijaya, Pal)9ya or the Sinhalese rulers to
wm the Cola throne. Nor do we find evidence in the records of the
paf.1~yakingdom or of the Malavsian rq~,on LO corroborate the infor-
mation that Paranav. tana presents. Paranavi.ana believes that certain
inscriptions from Abhayagiri and Mihintalc previously assigner! to Mahinda
IV were issued by Mahendra, the father of Kasvapa. But, even if this
identification is accepted, these records do not cor.tam information on
the events under consideration, at least in those portions where the readings
are verifiable. Paranavitana claims that the 'hospital inscription' at Madiri-
giriya contains information corroborating the Parampariipustalea. Un-
fortunately, the text of the inscription has not been published and the
record, like the Abhayagiri inscription discussed earlier, seems to be too
weathered to yield a reliable continuous reading.

174. Cv. 58.8-9.
175. Cv. 59. 29-30.
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Finally, it has to be pointed out that the Sundarivrttiinta and the Param-
pardpustalea, which Paranavitana uses as the main sources to draw impor-
tant conclusions relating to the period under discussion, are not authenti-
cated documents. The information contained therein concerns what
should have been considered important events in the history of South and
South East Asia; but it docs not find corroboration in the annals or the
inscriptional sources of India or South East Asia. It ius been demons-
trarcd in the preceding paragraphs that the supporting evidence Parana-
vitana marshals from local sources is based on identiff'catlOns which do
not appear to be warranted. And as such, these two works will have
to be considered sources of doubtful historical value.

Paranavitana devotes tile seventh and eighth chapters of Cevlou and
Malt1ysia to an attempt to demonstrate the significance of relations between
the two regions during the period between the thirteenth and the fifteenth
centuries. In the seventh chapter he puts forward two bold hypotheses.
Firstly, he attributes the foundation' of the kingdom of jaflna to a line
of Jivaka kings. Many would agree with Paranavitana when he states
that certain toponyms fro111the Jaffila Peninsula and the coastal districts
to the south of it up to about Mannar in the west and Mullativu in the
cast point to a close and long-lasting association with the Jivakas. It is
possible that some of them represent Malaysian settlements dating from,
the time of Candabhanu, though some others may have to be traced to a :
later period. They would not necessarily indicate, however, that Malaysians '
were responsible for the establishment of the first independent kingdom
of Jaffila.

Legends in works like the Yiilpalla-J!aipaJ!a-miilai,written in the eigh-
teenth century, and three poetical works, the T(]kci,/(;-,~aila~a-pllra~tat!r,
Vaiyapiital and the Kailacamdlai, which may date from a somewhat later
period, attribute the foundation of the Tamil kingdom in Jaffi1a to Uk ki-
racinkan, an invader with the face of a lion and descended from a brother
of Vijaya. Paranavitana follows Gnanaprakasam, Codrington and Rasa-
nayagam in attempting to find in these legends an allusion to the founda-
tion of the Northern kingdom by Magha.176 But it is most doubtful
that this collection of legends in late literary works, which contain such
obviously gross inaccuracies as the location of the capital of the Nor-

176. S. Gnanaprakasar, 'Sources of the Y<ill'a !Ia-vaipava-miilai'. Ceylon .A.lltiqllary and Liurary
Register, Vol. VI, pp. 135-141; H. W. Codrington, Ceyloll Coins and e,me"cy, 1924, p. 74; C. Rasa-
nayagam, A"ciellt JaOna. pp. 328ff.
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them kingdom in Cenkatakanakari (Senka4agalanuvarJ, i.e. Kandv),
is a credible source of information for the reconstruction of the early
history of Jaffua. As Indsapala has pointed out after a thorough exami-
nation of the relevant sources.l?? this cycle of legends has to be consi-
dered more as a popular Tamil version of the Vijava legends than as some-
thing which grew round the actual events concerning the foundation of
the Jaflila kingdom.

Of course, the rejection of the identification of Magha with the legen-
dary fi?ure in the Tamil literary works does not preclude the possibility
that Magha continued to rule in Northern Ceylon after he was defeated
by Parakrarnabahu II. For none of the chronicles which deal with this
event states that he was killed. It remains, however, a mere possibility
in the absence of any specific evidence. Further, Paranavitana's assump-
tion that Magha came from Malaysia is, as pointed out earlier, based on a
questionable factual foundation. Hence, even if Magha did indeed found
a kingdom further North after his defeat by the Sinhalese, it would not
imply that the kingdom of jaflna had a Jivaka origin.

In the Kudumiyiimalai inscription issued in the eleventh year of his
reign (1264), Ja~avarman Vira Pandya refers to an invasion of Ceylon
that he launched in response to an appeal made by a minister from Ceylon.
Heclaims to have defeated one king and killed another during this invasion
and to have given to "the son of the ]avaka (siiva(ka)lI maindal1) the king-
dom of Ilam formerly ruled by his father." In In an inscription issued
in the previous year, this king claims to have captured "the crown and
the crowned head of the Javaka".179 Probably this reference is to the
father of the prince who was nominated to the throne.

Paranavitana proposes to identify the Javaka with Magha and cites
this passage as evidence in support of his hypothesis on the origin of the
[afina kingdom. Apart from the difficulty of accepting the assumption
of the ]avaka origin of Magha, it has to be pointed out that the Piijiivaliya
and the Ciiiav amsa separately mention a]avaka invasion, the second invasion
of Candabhanu, which, as A. Liyanagamagc has cogently reasoned out,

177. Karthigesu Indrapala, Dravidian Settlement, ill Ceylon and the 13':gilll1ings or the Kingdom o]
JaIJiJa, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of London, 1<)65, pp. 407 if.

178. See K. A. Ni lakanta Sastr i, 'Sri Vijaya, Candrabhiiuu and Vir a PiiI.H.1 yo' , Tijdschri]: v"or
Indisdu. Taal-Lalld etl Volkenkundc, Vol. LXXVII, 1<)37, pp. 251-268.

179. AIll,lIal Report VII South lndian Epigraphy, Madras, 1916, No. 5HH.
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has to be dated to a period between 1258 and 1262 A.D. J80 Thus it
would be more reasonable to identify the Jivaka king referred to in the
records of 1263 and 1264 A.D., and not in the earlier records of ja!avarman,
with Candabhanu than witn Magha whose defeat has been dated by Cod-
rington to about 1247 and by Paranavitana himself to 1255 A.D.181.
The reason Paranavitana gives, i.c, that Candabhanu cannot be identified
with the king mentioned'" in the Kudumiyamalai inscription as the latter
is said to have ruled over Ceylon, would not be an insuperable obstacle
against this identification. For Candabhanu had, according to the Ciila-
VaJ!'Sa, establisned his authority in "Padi, Kurundi and other districts"
before he tested his strength with the rulers of Dariibadeniya.' 82

On considering the possibility of connecting the foundation of the
Jaffila kingdom with the Javaka prince nominated to the throne by Jata-
varrnan Vira Pandya, it becomes further evident that there is no evidence
in hISinscriptions that the kingdom in question was situated in the Northern I
Peninsula. It is guite possible that it included the region round Anuradha- ,
pura which seems to have been outside the pale of the Darnbadcniva i

kingdom. Further, even if it is conceded that the Javaka prince ruled
over the Jaffna region, there is no evidence to testify to the continuation
of rule by a dynast y founded bv him. It is only in T34-~, in the Rehla of
Ihn Battuta, that the first definite reference to a kingdom in the Jaffila
Peninsula is found. I 83 And this reference is to che dynasty of the Arya
Cakravarttis who came from South India. Hence .he evidence available
at present appears to be inadequate to warrant the h1'poihesis of the founda-
tion of the Jaffila kingdom by a prince of Javaka origin.

The second hypothess that Paranavitana puts forward, that the line
of k.ngs begmnmg WIth Yljayabahu V (1333-1341) was a dynasty of
Javaka extraction, is based mainly on the identification of savuln, a title
attributed to this kiilg as a term derived from Javaka. On the basis of
this identification, Paranavitana proceeds to suggest that the collapse of
the Darhbadeniya dynasty was brought about by an invasion launched
by the Javaka kings of Jaffna who placed Vijayabahu V, a kinsman, on
the throne of Kurunagala. But as Paranavitana himself adrni.s, the sources

180. Amaradasa Liyanagamage, The Decline of P,,/otlllaruwa and the Rise of Dambadmiya, Colombo,
1968, pp. 151-152. .

181. H. W. Codrington, 'Notes on the Dambadeniya dynasty', Ceylon Atlliqtlary and Litrrary
Register, Vol. X, 1924, pp. 37·53, 88-99; UHC Vol. I, Pt. 2, pp. 620-621.

182. Cv. 88.64.
183. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices ~rSoutn India from Megasthenes t» Ma Hounn, Madras,

1939, p. 269. .
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of this period arc silent Oil the circumstances of the disappearance of tile
Darnbadeniya dynasty. Neither is tncrc evidence, as we pointed out
earlier, to testify 10 the continuation in power of a Javaka dynasty in the
north.

It IS in .he Ka/lydckhara and the Pdralunnbiisirita that the title savulu
is assigned to Vijayabahu V. This term occurs also in association with
the names of several other individuals like Marl.laI!4am-pcruo11alun-vahansc
in the Madavala inscription of the third regnal year of Vikrarnabiihu III
(1357-.1374), Parakrarnabahu \II in the Parevisatulesa and the Pdrolnunhd-
sitita, and Rajasil11ha I (1581-1593) in the Savulsandcsa.v«. In the last
three works, these individuals are further said to have belonged to the
Lamanikula or the Lambakanna clan. In the PiirakumbiiSirita, 185 saVII!1I

occurs in association with Darnbadcniya. The Riiiamtniiliara, :1. sixteenth
century chronicle, traces the origin of .lic . term savulu to zhc
village where the descendants of the prince Siiryagot, one of the princes
who accompanied the sacred Bo-trcc, were said to have been sc.tled.! So

Writers like D. B. Javatilaka have followed the explanation given in the
last work in suggesting that savulu should be identified witn tnc name of
thevillage where the family of Viiavabahu V was settled before its ascension
to regal power while others like Ratmalane Dharrnarama have attempted
to trace the etymological derivation of the term from the clan name
Siikya.!87 It s];ould be clear from the preceding discussion that the evi-
dence available is insufficient to warrant :1 decision in favour of anyone of
these interpretations. Hcnce the third variant crymolozical explanation
of the tcrrn that Paranavitana rccornmcn-is is hardly adequate to prove
his bold hvpotlicsis.

In the eIghth chapter of Ceylon and l-..1alaysla, Paranavitam cites fur-
ther evidence to support his clai III that Parakramabahu VI, another king
who bore tnc title Sal'II!,1 belonged to a family of Malayan extraction and
alsotries to prove that th ISking launched a successful iI1VaSi011of the Mala v-:
sian regions. He adduces three main arguments in support of his first
nypothesis. Tile llther of Parakrarnabahu is variously called Jayamala,
[ayamahalc or Jayamahal5na in tnc literary works of thisperiod . Taking

IHt Cry I"" ,11I.1Malays! ••, p. 129; Parcvisandcso, (ed. T. SUf';at.pab), Dchivala, 1932. v. 2X;J'iir"lmlllbu-
sirita,(cd,Sri Charles de Silva). Colombo, 1954. v v. 27, 7'2: K(I,·y.,.,,.klrara, (cd, H. Dharmu nimn), Canto
15 v, till: Siivulsandes«, (cd. R. Tcnnakon), Colombo, I'):;:;, Y. (,H.

IRS. sa,m!1I lah,la d"·,hl,,,drlli pura, v. 7"2.
186. Rc1;aratnak,'T<1. (cd, W. Snddhiin.mda), IKH7. p. 57.
lR7. Pd.rakllmbtisirita, (cd, D. C. AbayagllllaraCJla). Colombo. 1'i~ I. see Introduction bv D. B. J"ya-

tihka, 91'. v-vii. i('!'ya.'fkil<lr,!. p. 2JO.
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the second part of this term to be derived from malaya, Paranavitana arg .
that the father of Parakrarnabahu would have been a Malay pririce w
bore the personal name jays. The other three arguments are based
interpretations of terms and titles used to refer to Parakrarnabahu.
the Soddiumnaratndiear«, written during the reign of; his king, he is referr
to as jagatlpati eal1dabhaml.188 Paranavitana points out that the ti
canaab'uinu was used by the kings of Ligor and suggests that its use b
Parakrarnabahu implies that he also was from Malaysia. The third ar
ment that Paranavitana purs forward is based 011 a reference in the anna
of the Ming dynasty to a captive Sinhalese prince called Yeh-pa-nae
who was released in I II I - 12 A.D. As he is said to have subsequen
ascended the throne under tnc name PH-la· ko- ma Ba-za: Le-tha, 11ec
be identified with Parakrarnabahu Vr.189 1 he name of the prin .
Paranavitana surmises. was a transliteration of yapa-l1at:za, meaning "10

rJ "or ava.

Though the derivation of the terms mala, mahali: and mahalana fro
ntalaya may seem a possibility from an etymological point of view,
examination of the contexts in which these terms occur in ancient Sin
lese texts makes it clear that they were used in a different sense.
Pdralzumbiisirita, which refers to the father of Parakrarnabaliu by the t
jayamahalalla, mentions in an earlier context that this title was first co
ferred on prince Sumitta who accompanied the Be-sapling when it
brought to Ceylon. It further adds that it was conferred as a heredit
tide. And it is to this prince of the Larnbakanna clan that the Piirakul1I
sirita traces the descent of Parakramabahu.iw The appointment of prin
Sumitta to the post of jayantahasi!lla is also mentioned in two earlier lex
the Mahabodhiva1!'lSaJa and the PiijavaliYI1. The first of these texts ad
that, after the conferment of the title, Sumitta was placed in charge
the festivities connected with the sacred Bo-trec.l ?'

The term jayamahalel1a in the Malui Bodhivamsaya was the Sinhal
rendering of jayamahiilekhaka in the Pali original which is generally s
posed to have been written in the tenth century.tv- Thus there is li

lR8. Saddhormaratniikara, ed. (Devananda), 1955. p. 536
189. ]CBRAS, VoL XXIV, 1<.115-6,pp. 110-111.
190. ekala eniriiulu suinit kumarun palaiidavti mi niuotnnn pivituru=cudula sol IIlm'iguliitll pi{in

viitlama karavii puden visituru=numala kula parapllret! enalesa demin icvamahaldna tanaturu-e-vipula ad
siilas! dumiiidun puda sirit karavatllll'a lIiratum. Paraleumbasirita, v. 11.

191. Simhala Bodhil'al.nsaya, (cd, Baddegama Klrtti SrI Dharmarat.ma), V,'iligalll', 1911 p. 1
Pjv. p. 84. .

192. Unil'. of Ccv, Hist. oi Cev, Vol. I, Pt. L p. 393.
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reasonto consider the derivation for the term suggested by Paranavitana
as acceptable. There is no mention of Sumitta or. the conferment of
this rank on him in the Dipavamsa or the Mahiivamsa. Evidently, jaya-
l11ahalc or jayamahalana was the title held by a monastic official or a group
ofmonastic officials encrusted with the ~ask of supervising the performance
of rituals pertaining to the sacred Be-tree. It is possible that in a subse-
quent period they claimed to belong to ihe Ksatriya caste as descendants
of the prince Sumitta. The elevation of the dynasty of Parakrarnabahu
to supreme power in the Island probably marks the culmination of their
rise in status and power.

The other two arguments of Paranavitana arc even less substantial.
Evenif the identification of Yeh-pa-nae-na as a Chinese rendering of J1apii-
na~a isaccepted, it does not necessarily prove the contention that Parakrama-
bahu was a prince of Malay extraction. The term ),iipel occurs in the
Ga4aliidenivainscription of Senasarnmata Vikramabahu in the sense of
'heir-apparent'.193 As regards the term calldabhiinu, it is noteworthy that
it occurs only in the Saddharmaratl:akara. One has to keep in mind the
possibilitythat the author who composed this strophe used it in the sense
of'resplendent like the moon', before concluding that it is an allusion to
theMalayextraction of the princes who were the forbears of Parakrarna-

. bahu,

The Vrttaratllakarapaiicika written by Ramacandra, a Brahmin from
Bengalwho lived in Ceylon during the reign of Parakrarnabahu VI, cites

. versescomposed in praise of this king as examples to illustrate various
~es. In two of these strophes, Parakramabahu IS addressed as ,0HSUmc.-
'jiItapati ('lord of Kusumapura' i.e. Pataliputra) and magadhapati ('lord of
Magadha).194In an earlier instance, the phrase leusumopuro-naoorovoro-
rir4cita'-paJal!l is used to refer to the king.195 Paranavitana translates
tt'as "he who has set up his abode at the excellent city of Kusumapura.'
.~ phrase is also capable of some other interpretations: "he who has
...~ the excellent city of Kusumapura with his footstcps i.e, he who
~visited Kusumapura" or "he who has established his sway over Kusuma-ft;a". One could be fairly certain that the dcscrip.:ion in these culogis-

.yersesdoesnot mean actual cvcrlordsnip over the Magadha area which,
·this time, had been brought under the kingdom of Bengal and was

ruled by a series of Muslim kings defying the authority of Delhi.

Ep. Zey., Vol. IV, p. 12.
. ··Vrttmatan<ikara and its Paikihi, (ed. C A. Srlakkhanda), ill)lllb3 y, 19m, Fp. (,(;.72.

Ibid. p. 26.
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Further, terms like Kusumapura and Magadha had gone out of vogue as
names of centres and regions of political organization. Of course, Rama-
candra who came from Bengal would have been quite aware of this situa-
tion when he wrote the Patlcikii. Most probably, this claim was based
on the information that the poct gives when he refers to Jayamala, the
father of Parakrarnabahu, as a descendant of the line of Dharmasoka.t "

Paranavitana attempts to identify Magadha as an area in the Malay
Peninsula and Kusumapura or Pataliputra as a city therein, implying that
Parakramabahu claimed suzcrainirv over a Malaysian region. To accept
this hypothesis, one will have to be satisfied that a region and a city bearing
these names existed in Malaysia and that Parakramabahu had won a claim
to that area through conquest or through some other means.

In the account of a mission sent to Siarn by the king of Kandy in
1750, Vilbagcdara Mudiyanse, who was a member of this mission, refers
to the interruption of their return journey as a result of shipwreck. They
were forced to land ill thc district of Muvan Lakhon, wi.Iiin the Siamese
kingdom, and spend some days at a city called Pataliputra.t ?? Parana-
vitana identifies Muvan Lakhon with Nakhon Si Tarnmarat in Licor.
He suggests that it was this city that V!lba!?:edara refers to as Pataliputra
and IS mentioned as Kusurnapura in the Pa;1cikii. He further surmises
that the region round the city would have been called Magadha after
the Indian parallel.

The weakness of tnis argument is that the adoption of the name of an
Indian citv docs not necessarily i.nply that the region round the city would
also have been named after the region in which the Indian city W;1S situa-
ted. Moreover, there is no evidence at all to indicate that Nagara Sri
Dhar.naraja or Nakhon Si Tamrnarat was ever known as Pataliputra.
This city seems to have preserved its ancient name right lip to the
modern times. Another city known as Muang Lakhon, is found in the
north-eastern regions of Thailand, close to the borders of Laos.
It is true that ir, the Thai language the term lal,hm is son.etimes
found to be interchangeable with naklton, w'iich means 'city'. Aft/ang,
too, denotes 'city'. But this does not mean that Muang Laklion cou/,
easily be identified with Nakhon Si Tamrnarat. These two terms
found as elements in the names of several other Thai cities. Muan Nakh

1 'H" dh"m/l!.4vb IIrpoIIIMye.i"l'illlluh, I/wirip"ti!.-ra,y" plltra~1 1'r.lj(Uriy(' I'drakrolllobhlljo bhavat
197. Cry, Jnl. olHist . "lid Sac. Studies, Vol. II, No.1. 1959, pp. 67-69,

•
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Phanom and Muang Nakhon Sawan are two such names preserved up
to modern times. There is yet ar.otber f.'lct which makes it difficult
to accept Paranavitanas identification. In his account of the mission,
Vilbagedara mentions that he passed the Kingdom of Karnboja on his
waf to Siarn and also 011nis way back to Ceylon. On nis outward journey
he reached Karnboja after he left Patani which could easily be identified
with rhe area in the Malav Peninsula known by this name. MUV3n (or
Muang) was situated on the way between Karnboja a11([ Siam. This
would imply that the ship in which Vilbagedara travelled followed the
\1alayan coast lip to tile cape of Patani and turned north-cast tc reach
the kingdom of Kamb6ja and sailed along the eastern coast of .lic Gulf

. cf Sia,n to arrive at the mouth of the river Me-nam.U''' The descri p-
tion of tile return journey makes it .~bm_T t.iar this was the route that
the ship followed. After leaving ne estuary of Mc-naru, t11::ship reac-ted
Bankas6i w.iich could be identified with Banz-pa-soi, situated at the
mouth of the river Bang-pa-kung, t.) the east of the river Mc-narn.
Subsequently, passing Ponnadaliyam, which may be identified with
the Cape of Liam,J99 and Karnboja, Vilbaged:'ra reached Pulu
Timun and Pulu Pisan which have been rightly identified by P.
E. E. Fernando ;JS the islands of T ionian and Pisang off the
easterncoast ofJohore.2oo It .nav be relevant to mention ncrc that John

. Crawfurd, the English envov sent to the Siamese court in the third decade
of the nineteenth century, followed a Similar route after touching at the
island of Pula Ubi, situated close to the Cambodian coast.201 Mual1g
Lakhon should have been therefore, a place which was situated on the
easterncoast of the Gulf of Siam rather than in the Malay Peninsula. It
would thus appear that the evidence marshalled by Paranavitana is inade-
quate to locate Magadha or Kusumapura in the Malay Peninsula.

_ The Piirakultlbasirita, an eulogy on Parakrarnabahu written during
his reign, uses the passage gl!iapati hayapati narapati r~ilme4i l1liHiqagat katara
to describe him. It has generally been taken to mean: "(Parakramabahu
was like) a container filled with the extract obtained by crushing the

198. P.E.E.Fernando suggests that Vilbagedara would have seen the coast of Cambodia while sailing
alongthe Malayan coast. But this is unlikely as the distance between the two coasts is marc than 275
I131Utemiles at Nakhon Si Tammarat and about 325 at Patani.
-'199. The letters tin and ta arc often mistaken for each other in Sinhalese writing. And, if
Iticoriginal form of this name was Pontadaliyam, one can easily see in it an attempt to transliterate
dieFrenchterm Pointe de Liarn, meaning the 'headland' or the 'cape' of Liam. For the location of
Liunin charts of the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, see L. Fourncreau, op.cit., pIs. ix, x, xiii
xiv, xv.
;JX>, CtyJnl.of tu« and Soc. Studies, Vol. IT, No.1, 1959, pp. 77 n.43; H3 11.168.
:'~L John Crawfurd,Joumal of till Embassy from tile Govemor-general of India to tl.e Courts 4 Siam ami.c:.cw,.:china; Exhibitino a View "r the Attua] State of thou Kinqdoms, London, 1830, YoL I, p. 91.
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arrogance of kings who are lords of elephants, horses and men." 202 Parana-
vitana proposes a different interpretation: "He who, after having crushed
the arrogance of king; who arc lords of elephants, lords of horses and
lords of men, captured Ka~ara." He identifies Katara with Ka~aha (Kedah)
and cites this statement as evidence to substantiate his hypothesis that
Parakrarnabahu had conquered a region in the Malay Peninsula. Parana-
vitana draws further evidence from the Ming annals which give an account
of a mission from Ceylon sent to the Chinese court in a year which falls
within the reign of Parakramabahu. These annals refer to the Sinhalese
king by t11'; phrase Ko-li-;-hellg-hsia-Ia-slri-li-pa-chiao-Ia-jo.20.l Parana-
vitana interprets it 3S a rendering into Chinese of the Sinhalese title Kiililiga-
si'!lhala-§rlvijaya-raja and surmises chat Parakrarnabahu assumed the title
Sri Vijaya Raja after his conquest of Kedah. It is also possible, he further
suggests, that even his predecessors "claimed to be titular sovereigns of
Sri Vijaya. and Parakramabahu's capture of Katana was undertaken to
justify the claim."

Before we proceed to examine the historical information from South
East Asia which would enable us to test the hypothesis that Paranavitana
has put forward, it would be relevant no point out that if Para kramabahu
launched a successful invasion to Kcdah, it is but to be expected that it
would have been assigned much more prominence in the works of the
court p:megyrists dUI1 the mere passing reference in a strophe in the Piirc-
IWlllbiisiritil. This work devotes eight strophes in all earlier context specifi-
cally to describe the military exploits of Parakramabahu. Here. the
author narrates the victories he scored over the kings of the Vall 11i.Jotiya-
situ, the prince of Gampala, the Aryacakravarti, the Kamnata ruler and
the Malnvaravar of South IJJdia.~O.f There is 110 mention of an expedi-
tion to Malavsia ill this context. Nor is such an exploit referred to ill
anv of the other works containing a description of this reign.205 Hence
it docs not seem very advisable to base such an important conclusion, as
Paranavitana has done, on a passage which admits of variant interpreta-
tions.

~(J.2 .• 1!.1}dp.ai h.'Y~IJhlli u.iraputi f.y·IIIIf1Ji lI11ii'/,t/"~,?aI i.:dtltra-lmj'Jihl/u )"b'tl ,)"tIlTH IItltTII ka!.l -",,/..:t'Il,itlut
Ilit(l.r.l--rt~i'lfIj}'u 1tJllIJib.q!£l J'iyl1/'''~I'' /...'dl' Jld!H 5I",iS.ll-'1' ktJ!(Ir'l-I';~i(ujJbi mrraiu flit; puvatara k4l1""tl ,~;.
tuft I klt!liT.J. Purauumbtisirit« v . 7J.
-203. JCHlUS, Vol. XXIV, 1'11:;",(" p. 111.

20-4. Pi;rdkumbii .•irita v v. 46-53.
205. See for invtance the description "f the victories or l'ariikr,ntabMw VI ill the (;irti'<,IIIdnQ (ed,

M. Kumar.marumga, 11)33, vv . 137-1:;0.) which substantiates the account in the I'iiraklllllbiisirita bu,
cl)lIuins no uie ntion uf:in expedition co the Mula vsi.m regions.
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Similar doubts could be raised even about the interpretation Parana-
vitana has suggested for the title in the Ming-shih. The key term that
Paranavitana uses for his argument is represented by the four characters

shi-li-pa-[hiao W:fJJ tE. ~ which is taken to represent Sri Vijaya.

But the Chinese maintained very close relations with the empire of Sri
Vijaya and the chroniclers at the Imperial Court as well as other Chinese
scholars used certain spec' fie characters to denote Sri Vijaya. Earlier
C\lmese writings like the works of I-tsillg and Houei-jc use the appella-

tion Che-li-fo-chc ? ,,*J( 1;t ~ or its shortened forn: Po-che

1~~ while the later chronicles like the SIIII,(-shih and the Miuo-

snih, the writings of Chao-ju-kua (, 22 'i), and parcicularly of Ma-Houan
(1425-32,) who Iivcdin the period under discussion consistently use the

term San-Io-ts'i ::::.1;f; ff 206 It IS most doubtful that the

.~lill<?-sllih would have used two variant ter.ns, diHerent from each other
in the number of characters and in their phonetic value, to denote the
same region. Hence the attempt of Paranavitana to attribute the title
Sri Vijaya Itija to Parakrarnabahu docs not seem to be supported by the
Chinese evidence he cites.

Elsewhere, Paranavitana has published certain records which are
germane to the problem under discussion. These records which C011-

tain the genealogies of Candravati, the daughter of Parakarnabahu VI,
and her consort, Sundara Pandva, are according to Paranavitana, indited
on a slab from B6lana in the Hambanrota district which was originally
set up in the ninth or the tenth century and bears an edict issued by a prince
who ruled over Rohal.1a.207 As pointed out earlier, the writing con-
taining this information is executed in "small characters of varying size."
Some characters are "minute" and "in some places writing in letters of
one size is engraved over that in another size and type" According to
Paranavirana, the contents of this inscription are repeated in the inter-
iiI/ear IIlYiting on twelve other epigraphs. Some of these are the very same
inscriptions from which Paranavitana obtained information on relations
with Malaysia in the Anuradhapura period.

206. See journal Asintiqu«, Series 11. Vol. XX. 1')22. pp. -1-6, ~. 15. 24. 32. The author is indebted
to Mr. Mahinda Wcrakc for his obliging assistance in verifying the Chinese references and to Dr.
D. J. Kalup.ihana for drawing the Chinese characters which appear on this page.

207. ('CR. Vol. XXI, 1963. pp. 103-137.
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The pedigrees in the Balana inscription trace the descent of Para krama-
bahu VI through his maternal grand-mother to Parakrarnabaliu V and
Vijayab.ihn v. Vijaayabahu V is mentioned as a S01l of Candrabhanu
Maharaja. Jayamala, the maternal grandfather of Parakrarnabahu VI,
was a SOilof Dharmasoka Maharaja, who, too, was descended fmlll Condra-
bhallLl Maharaja thrDugh another b(;'lich of the family. Further, Jayamala
(II), father of Parakramabahu Vl, was :11s0 :>. :k,cclld~!llt of CIi'llrahLanll
through :I third branch of the family.

According to the genealogical informacion ill these records, Vijava-
balm V, who ruled li'om Hastipiripur« (Kuruuagala) after defeating
Parakramabahu IV, had "obtained the sovereignty of Java" before he
came to Ceylon. His SOil, Parakramabaliu V, too, spent his last days in
the kingdom of Java. Dliar masoka aud Jayamala, great-gralldf,lther
:mrl gr;111d£lther of Parakramabaliu VI, were rulers of Suvarnnapura while
Jayamal:: (Tl), the f.lther of Parfikramabiiltu VI, is said to h:,VL' reigncd in
Java.

This information indicates that some of the forehears of Parakra ma-
bahu VI were kings of J:iva or Suvarnnapura while others mnintaincd
very close relations with these regions. Genealogical information 011

Candrablianu traces this relationship ro a much earlier period. Candra-
blianu Mahar~ia is SOlid to have been the son of Gal.l~lag()piib Mahar:~ja
who was appointed to the throne of Subliapattaua by his f;lther Magh;l.
Paranavirana points out tliat Candrabhanu of this record should be idcnti-
fied as distinct from the ]avah invader of the same namc. It :lppcars
that both Candagopala and Candrabhanu were kings of Subhapattana,
which i<; identified by Paranavirana as the Jaftl];\ Peninsula.

Further, the g~nealogy of Miigh1, who is described as a king Irom
Suvarunapura, is traced back to a certain Jayagopa Mahar[~a, identified
by Paranavitana as the same kil1~ who is mentioned as the father of Ni,-
sankamalla in the latter's inscriptions, and Irorn him to kings of Sri Vijaya
like Maravijayotmnga. The descent of these kiJ1gs is traced back through
Siddhayatra and Kasyapa to Mahallag<l, the brother of Dcvauampiya-
tissa. The interlinear writings 011 another inscription from Aturupolaya-
gaan arc said to contain additional information on Niss:ll·lbmall:l.208

According to Paranavitana, this record states that Nissankamalla came
to Ceylon from Suvarnnapura. Even his death is said to have taken
place at Suvarnnapura, where he had gOl1e to give his daughter ill mar-
riage to Suryyanarayana, the Maharaja ruling at the time.

20:4. F,'.7r)' .. Vol. v, Pc. :\, 1<)(,.:;. PI'. ·~~()-·1-Ll.
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Paranavitana states that an inscription [rom Rambava bearing the
same type of interlinear writing yields information on relations with
Malaysia in the reign of Parakramabahu VI. According to this record,
Parakramabahu was living at Suvarnnapura before he was elevated to
the Sinhalese throne by the Chinese emperor. Even after Parakrama-
bahu carne to Ceylon, his son Purandara continued to live in the Javab
kingdom. The decision of Parakramabshu to give his daughter in mar-
riage to Sundara Pandya is said to have led to hostilities with Suvarnna-
pura. Parakramabahu iuvadcd this kingdom, defeated its ruler and dic-
tated terms of peace to the effect that the defeated ruler should enter the
monastic order at the Abhayagiri monastery in Anuradhapura. Parana-
vitana proposes to identify Suvarnnapura with Sri Vijaya and cites the
evidence from the Miil).?-sltih and the Parakllillbasirita discussed earl ier to
support his contention that the kingdom of SriVijaya had been successfully
invaded by Parakramabahu.

It should be evident from the preceding account that Paranavitana's
reading of the interlinear writing on the inscriptions he has discovered
corroborate the hypotheses he puts forward in his Ceylon mal A1(j1r.J'~ia
011 a number of crucial points: the foundation of the dynasty of Sri
Vijaya by a prince of the Sinhalese royal line; the Malaysian origin of
both Nissankarnalla and Magha; the foundation of the kingdom of
Jafftla by Magha; the relationship between the Savu]u dynasty and the
ruling house of JaHn.J; the descent of Parakramabaliu VI Ircm a Malay-
sian ruling faInily and his successful invasion of the Sri Vijaya kingdom.
The text of the interlinear writings all the Aturupolavagarna inscription
was published in I965 in the third part of fifth volume of the Epigraphia
Zevlanko and the genealogical information in the Bolana and Rambava
inscriptions appeared in the number of the University (~f Ceylon Review
£)r October, I963, published in August, I965. Hence it is rather sur-
prising that Paranavitana docs not draw Oil the iutormatinu in these three
sources for his Ceylon aiu! Mntavsia which was published only in the fol-
lowing year.
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It is not likely that this OilmS101, was dictated by a reluctance to rc-
itcrrate what had been published elsewhere. For some of the chapters in
Ceytou aiu! Malays!« arc verbatim reproductions of parts of articles which
Paranavitana had earlier published. If, on the other hand, the reasons for
this omission were doubts al.out the authenticity of these records and the
validity of the information they contain, such doubts seem to be quite
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jusuricd. Apart tro:u the 'eccentric' tcarurcs of these records and rhc
problems of verification they present, there arc other difficulties ",hidl
raise doubts about the information they contain, It is the region called
Suvarnnapura mentioned ir, these records that Paranavitana indcnrifics
as a reference to the, Sri Vijaya empire. The tcr;n Suvarnnapura occurs
in connection with Sri Vijaya only OIlCC. This is in a Nepali manuscript
datable in the tenth or the eleventh century. The legl'lJd below a m inia-
turc painting ill this manuscr ipt reads as foll()~\'s: .'III'(ir~I~/{1p1/n _::rll'!inyn-
pitre /o/Wi/.ltl;ob, "Lokallurha of the city of Sri Vijaya ill the cit), of
Suvan.1l.1a."209 Obviously, Suvarnnapura ill this context is, as has gene-
rally been accepted, a mistake for Suvarnndvipa, the name by which the
island of Sumatra was known. There is no evidence ill Chinese, Malay-
sian or any other Indian sources to suggest that Sumatra was known by
the term Suvarnnapura.

Even if this identification ;1I1dthe readillgs that Parana vitana published
arc accepted, the credibility of their contents appcar~ questionable when
checked aglinst known facts about the history of South. Erst Asia. The
information ill the Aturupolayaguna inscriptiou contradicts the evidence
from the Leyden gLallt, confirmed also by Chinese sources, that the flther
and predecessor of Marav ljayottL!l~g.1 was Cfilamani varma. 210 Another
reason which raises doubts about the accuracy of the information in this
inscription is the al;sc1lce of any direct reference to the connection with
Sri Vijaya or the Snilcudravamsa ill the inscriptions of Nissankamalla,
For Nissankamalla was hardly a pCTson who would have been reticent
about his relationship with the leading royal f\inily of Malaysia if there
was any basis for such a claim. It has also to be pointed out that, if this
identification is accepted, KaJiI"lga will have to be located ill the region
round the ]Jmbi Valley ill Sumatra, and not ill the Malay Peninsula as
Paranavitana suggested ill an earlier context.

The records of the Sailcndra house of Sri Vijaya do not contain even
an allusion to a relationship with the Sinhalese r<;yal family. On the
other hand they trace the origin of the dynastv to a Sailcndra prince called
Biib putra. son of Sa maragra vira, the ruler ofJ1 va. Evident! y, thi s prince
set himself up as ruler in Sumatra after he was expelled from Java by another.
Javanese prince sometime round 856 A.D.~II It would thus appear that:
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209. A. Foucher, Etlld(' .'II/' i'iC(l'l<lgr"I,hie j,olldhiqllr'de iu.«, Paris I')UU. p. 1')]; Nepali M5 No.
AD]) 1643 of the University of Cambridge, Miniature No. 23.

210. /;'1'.111"-, Vol. XXII, p. 242 II. HI-H2.; ]o"f/I<1/ ,1>i,lIi<]II(" Series I J, V"L XX, 1')22, p. 19; Les
"/d{; .... Pl'. 25')-260.

211. SlT J. C. dc' Casp.uis 1'/',I'o'-,li ludoncsi«, I'):;!), V"L I, PI'. <)9-1()(l, 107-1111. : V,,1. II. I'l'. 294-7.
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i.nformation from records issued not long after the foundation of the-
·Vijaya empire contradicts the information from the interlinear writings

the Bolana and other inscriptions.

The ancient kingdom of Sri Vijaya was very much 01. the decline by
e beginning of the fourteenth century. It is evident from the writings

ofOdoric de Pcrdcnonc that by IpI Muslim principalities like Larnori
(Achen) and Sumoltra werc ruling over the northern parts of Sumatra.v'?
Even the southern parts of Sumatra did not remain under the sole control
of Sri Vijaya. In his account written in 14-50,Wang Ta Yuan refers to a
kingdom called Kicou-kiang in the Palcmbang region as distinct from
San-Io-t' si which hac! been restricted to the area round the Jambj Valley.21 3

The powerful kingdom of Ayutliia laid claim to suzcrair-tv over the
Malay Peninsula. But by 1380, the principalities of Kcdah and Pasc were
being ruled by the house of Barubhaf e), another of the Muslim
ruling tunilies which came into prominence durinp this period.214

Evidcntlv, political povvcr over two kingdoms on either side of the Straits
ofMalaeca gave the Bharubhas the control over the tL,dinf', routes through
the Straits on which the prosperity of the Sri Vijaya empire had been
largely dependent. Further, the kingdom of Kccbh maintz incrl its control
over the tin producing tracts of South-weston, Malava till its conquest bv

.L "

Sultan Mansur Shah of Malacca, sometime ~1ttcr L1-59.215

212. H. Cordier, Les /'0 }'.l<.l?cs el/ .isie d/l xi vr '-:;(:(/('du hicl!hclfn.'I!.\,f1'cre ()dori( de Pcrdoncnc, pp. 13(), 153.
213. JOIIY/I<1/ Asimi'lllc, 1922, Pl'. 31!-32.
214. See W_ F. Stuutcrhcim, 'A Malav Sha'ir ill Old-Sumatr.in Characters of 13i)() A_D_' ,'le("

Oriell/,liia, Vol. XIV, 1\136, Pl'. 268-2'19_ '
215. Tome Pires. The SIIIIl<l Cricntaiis, VoL I, p_ lOll; Vol. IJ, p. 248_
216. K. A. Nilak.uita Sastri, I-h"or), "r!~ri Vij,'y,', Madras, 1')4'),1'1'- ')5-%, Lcs hllis __. _1'_ 367.
217. The N(lgar,,-Kertiigilll/a, Vol. Ill, 1'- 16_

On the other hand, there is reason to believe that the l\1:UJ pah: t empire
based in JlVc1vvhicll had, bv tnis time, become one of the most powcrfi.]
political forces ill South Erst Asia, succeeded in bringing tile dcclininz
kingdom of Sri Vijaya under its poliri. al control. Th~ inscription (~f
Padang Roche found in the Jambi Valley has been cited as tmgl ble proof
by most scholars for the conquest of Sumatra by the Javanesc.216 The
Javancse chronicle Nii,f!,arakertii,I5(f11l1l written in 1365 refers to Jambi, Palcm-
bang and other kingdoms of Sumatra as dependencies of the Majapahit
empire.u ? The annals of the Ming dynasty provide 1110re details on
the fortunes of the Sri Vijaya kingdom. According to these records, the
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territory origillally occupied by this kingdom had been divided by 1373
A.D. into three principalities. In 1377, Ma-na-tcho WOll-!i, the ruler of
one of these principalities, sent an embassy to the Chinese emperor for
authorisation to use the old title 'king of San-fo-r' si (Sri Vijaya)'. This
W,lS granted by the Chinese emperor to the irritation of the king of Java
who had the Chinese envoy; assassinated in revenge. The Chinese emperor
did not take any measures to punish the Javanese king. The chronicler
explains tliat the king of Java had previously conquered Sau-fo-t'si. Evi-
dently, Wu-li's was an unsuccessful attempt to declare independence from
Majapahit control. After this incident, contact between the Chinese
court and this kingdom ceased and, according to the chroniclcr.s'Sau-fc-t'si
geew more and more poor". By the end of the fourteenth century, the
kingdom had been com plctcly subjugated by the Javanese who changl'd its
name to Kicou-kiang, and the onl y resistance to Majapahit rule came
from the Chinese inhabitants who rebelled under a series of leaders till
about 1425. The Imperial Court maintained diplomatic contact with
sonic of tJl'~se lcadcrs ; but the Mrjapahit claim over Sumatra was, appa-
rently, never qnc)tioned.218 The Yillg Yai Chcl1,~ Lau of Ma Houan, datable
to a period between 1425 and 1432 A.D" states tlrit Kicou-kiang, "pre-
viously C1!1ed San-Io-t'si ", was a dependency of Tchao-wa (]ava).219
Til'.~ Siilg Tc!/a C!z(~iI.!?L11l of Fci Sin, too, confirms that this territory was
under Javanese rule.:?20 And according to the Ming records, embassies
bearing tribute from the kingdom of Kicou-kiang became extremely rare
after T425. Presumably, the authority of the Majapnhit dynasty over
this area had been re-established in an effective manner.

The preceding discussion should clarify some of the basic difhcultics
involved in accepting the statements in the inscriptions that Paranavitana
Ins publ ishcd as well as his hypotheses based 011 them. The Kcdah region
had become independent by about I380 and it would not be possible to
idcntify 'the invasion of Sri Vijaya' recorded in the Bolana inscription
with the invasion of Kcdah which according to Paranavitana, is recorded
in the Pli"raklllllhiisirifa. It should also be clear that the recognition of a
ruler JS the king of Sri Vijaya was a matter which could cause grave politi-
cal complications. Therefore. it is most unlikely rnac tile Chinese, with
t'icir cxpcnCllC~' of tile earlier episode, woulci 'lave assigned this title to
Paraktarn ibilliu VI ill ~11':Jl otiicial records. Fur rhct , the assumption that
the 010 Sri Vijaya cynasty continued in authority is not borne out by
--_._----- ---- ----_. __..

218. Journal Asiatique, Series 11, Vol. XX, 1922, pp. 25-39.
219. Ibid p.32.
220. Ibid p. 35.
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evidence from within Sumatra or [Will the Ch-ncsc annals. It seems also
quescionabk whether Parukramnbahu VI would have succeeded ill def,'a-
ring and overpowering t!1c ruler o[Sri Vija ya , even if \VC presume mar he
attempted to do so a110 tna t there was such a ruler. J lc would have roused
the wrath of the Majapalrit empire: ;!l'd t:li, W;'S SO;l1l'thJ1lg \'.'hic!l even
ChCIIg-'lO had not wanted to do. And If he c~:d succcc ci 111 doius, so, it
would nave b,"'1l one pf ,he IllCS[ brilliant polltiC'~ aclucvcmcrus nf the
Sinhalese ruling home. It is <lilli( ult to irm0illc tl-ar the culr s iSh who
wrote many laudatory pass~lg('s :I t-out 'I)arakr:lll{;l!-i\hu \\'(wld havl"t~)fgOltcll
to describe :,uch an exploit ill all its detail.

Moreover, it is not easy to explain away how th,c newly-discovered
recordsused by I'arauavirana, particularly the document fWIll thl.' H:li11b:lva
inscription, containing sueh valuable inforrnar ion, came t» he inscribed

-,in this unusual manner. ill minute characters, one la ycr t)f writil'g over
.anorhcr. It is difEclIlt to understand why new edicts were not setup to record
ithe genealogies of tlic royal funily and to mark what ,j,ou!d haw been the
.most signiflcant exploit of the king, Thc inscriptions tliat Parar.avitana
'uses, it is claimed, arc from ditTcre!lt parts of the Island. If, accordingly,
'tkeinformatioll they contain W:lS widely known, it is difliculr to explain
why it did not enter the literary tradition. This is a particnlarly difficult
problembecause most Iitcrar y works wri ttcn dur iIlg thl' rl'igil of Pa rakr:lil1 a-
bihu VI contain culoaistic accounts ()f his activitics.. N()IlC of rhein,
however, confirms rhl~ infor mariou ill these records. Hence, as ill the
case of the Sltllda/'II'!'ttiill[CI and the J>ar((lIljJa/'iipllSfo/.:a discussed earlier, these
records which do not admit of verification and arc nor corroborated bv
«her evidence will have to be considered sources of dubious crcdihilit~,
~ purposes of historical reconstruction. .

;c

v
i Ccyloll alld I\1ala)'sia and the eight other papers 011 the relations bel ween
Ahcsetwo regions arc the latest \vritings to come out of the scholarly end-
;.vours of Professor Paranavitana. They also represent the first note-
worthy attempt on his part to venture beyond rlic spatial limits of his

uaJ field of research. As an epigi'aphist equipped with a perspicacious
'd and a thorough knowledge of South Asian source mnrcrial. Parana-

itana has made perhaps the most significant contribution to the under-
ding of the ancient culture of the Sinhalese. It is, the rcforc, most

fortunate and disconcerting that the works under cousidcration have
,. d to come lip to the high standards of critical scholarship that he consis-
tly maintained in his previous writing;; on epigraphy. Paranavirana
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draws heavily on material from interlinear ,,,fitings on inscriptions at lea:
one example of which, as pointed out earlier, docs not admit of verification
He has published the texts of these records without indicating doubt
ful and emended rcading. He has drawn sig.lificant conclusions on th
history of Malaysia. But he has not attempted to test the validity of hi
source material with the evidence availa ble from that region.

R. A. 1. H. GUNAWARDAN

It has been pointed out earlier ill this paper that some of the hypo
theses Paranavitana puts forward on the relations between Ceylon an
Malaysia arc based Oil variant interpretations of toponyms like Kalilig
Tarnbarattha and Malava .. His Jttel1lpts to locate these regions in Malaysi
are hardly convincing. Nor could it be said that his argumcnrs ar
consistent. As hJS been pointed out earlier in this paper, he locate
KaliJ'lga ill a number of diHcTent places ranging from the norther
extremity of the Malay Pcniisula to java beyond ill the south. Parana
virana's vivid imagination and erudition are masterfully employed i
etymological interpretation; but this appears to be a disadvantag
in historical research. He has brought into his historical wr itin
an inordinate dependence on linguistic evidence without an adcquat
awareness of the dangers besetting the adoption of such metho
for historical inquiry. It is not necessary to remind historians that
best linguistic and etymological evidence can be used only as a basis b
further investigation. Few historians would go as far as Professor Parana
vitana ill drawing historical conclusions from evidence of this type.

Even though historians would hesitate to accept the conclusioi
that Paranavitana has drawn from his evidence, his writings are, neve
thclcss, most likely to wield a desirable effect on historiography in Ceylo
by shaking students of ancient and mediaeval history off the Indo-ccntri
approach which has become deeply ingrained in the local traditions
scholarship. Such a change in attitudes and ways of approach woul
perhaps help them to acquire a more balanced and comprehensive unde
standing of the factors and influences which were at work in the cultur
development of Ccvlon ill the period before the advent of the Europeans. 221

---.-----.
2~1. The author wishes to .uknowlcdgc his debt to Professors C. Obcycsckcra ;lnd P. E. L Fernau

and Drs. Sirj ma Kiribamuuc. K. Indrupala, A. Kulasoori ya and A. Liyanagamagr; for their couunen
to Mr.W. J. F. La L3rooy for his cucouragemcnt ; to Mr. D.ll. Mahawarta for the photographs rcprodu
hcrc ; and to Messrs. E. V. Christi.m and C. javrkody ,1.1 well as to Miss V. Perera for their assisra
in the preparation of the 1ll3p.
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KALINGA indicates area, in South East Asia where Professor Paranavitana attempts to locate this region.
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